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FOREIGN. 
home. Vladimir de Pachmann gave three Chopin recitals on 
,r rr!__„Ti „„ m  , .r* -o April 7th, 8th and 9th, an orchestral concert on the Mr Theodore Thomas will be married to Miss Rose nph at w{lich he layed’ the Chopin F minor concerto, 
ty, of Chtcago, on May 7th. „ . . and Mme. de Pachmann made her New York d&mt in Fay, of Chicago, on ay 7th. 
The Stranss orchestra will give its first American 
concerts at Boston on May 14th to 18th. 
The National Conservatory Trio Club, of New York, 
gave a musicals at Washington, on April 16th. 
Herve D. Wilkins is giving a series of organ recitals 
at Rochester. - The fifth took place on April 19th. 
Liszt’s E flat concerto; also three supplementary con¬ 
certs, at the last of which he performed compositions by 
Bach, Beethoven, Schumann and Henselt. 
Steinway Hall, since its erection in 1866 the most 
popular of concert rooms in New York City, is to be 
transformed daring the coming summer into rooms de- 
A season of ten nights of German Opera was given at voted to warehouse purposes. The smaller hall only 
Karnnnirwv wlfk “To nnL'onaor ^ nn A nn 1 7fVi will fnr niann and nliamhftr music 
Joaohim has written a third concerto for violin. 
Godard has completed his new opera “ Dante.” y{mng oUxkII 
Remenji, the violinist, recently gave his fiftieth con- on April 23d. 
cert at Cape Town, Sonth Africa. ajr Gusta rt t t^ x , o tn tn . Mr. t v Hinrichs intends giving a season of Eng- 
Wagner’s “ Tannhauser ” met with great success at lish opera in Philadelphia daring the summer. Weber's 
its recent first production in Moscow. “Oberon” and Balfe’s “ Satan ell a ” will be added to 
liis former repertory* 
Moszkowski has-finished his second orchestral suite. m * ... . . AT „ , 
It was produced with success at Warsaw. . T.HI*EE V,on, Bul(?w. refta!? weFe„ ia NeTJ T, i! during the first week m April. After hxs tour through 
At a recent concert in Berlin, Mme. Amalie Joachim the principal cities he will conclude his New York series 
sang the whole of Schubert’s “ Winterreise.” of recitals with another, on May 1st. 
Mme. Sophie Menter, the great pianist, played at the A season .of opera in English will be .given at New 
Crystal Palace concert, London, on April 19th. York, beginning on May 26th. Miss Sophie Traubmann 
.. m _ , , . . ., , and Signor Tagliapietra will be among the singers, and 
. Mme. Teresa Carreno has been , giving, three recitals company is to number over one hundred persons, 
in Dresden, and- winning golden opinions m Vienna. 
_ ^ . , . . , Mr. Conrad Ansorge, the pianist, assisted by Theo- 
. Fritz Kreisler. the young. violimstv.who-'yiBited dore Thomas and his orchestra, and Mr. Rafael Josefly, 
America with. Rosenthal, the pianist, made a brilliant gave an orchestral concert at Steinway Hall, on April 
reappearance m Vienna, notJong ago.- 15th. The occasion served to introduce his new sym- 
At the last St. Petersburg symphony, Anton Dvorak phony “ Orpheus. ” Mr. Ansorge also performed Brahms’ 
conducted~his first symphony in I) minor, winning an | irst piano concerto. 
ovation. Rubinstein gave a banquet in his honor. Mr. G. H. Wilson, the musical editor of the Bostor, 
Boston, beginning ith “ a hauser,” on pril 7th. ill be retained for piano recitals a  cha ber usic 
,, . tt ' , , concerts. All the great artists, singers and instrn- 
Miss Agnes Huntington has signed a contract for a mentaliats haye been heard in Steinway HaU, and its 
tjOurmAmerica next autumn. She will appear in Paul acoustic properties were perfect. 
Miss Ad£le Ausder Ohe sailed for Europe on Satur- * 
day, April 26th, after a most busy and successful Ameri- « JEEUSALEM,” 
can season. • _ 
Mrs. Louis Mass has 'been invited to play her late ttti? wdqt pupi?opm,a'N'PT7 
husband’s piano concerto before the M. T. N. A.’s con- TilB FIRST PERU ORMAN OH.- 
vention to be held in Detroit. It is pleasant to be able to reeord so notable a perform- 
The Handel and Haydn Society of Boston celebrated ance in every respect as that of the first production of 
its seventy-fifth anniversary by a festival held in that city . Dr. H A. Clarke’s new oratorio, “ Jerusalem,” by the 
during the we* beginning Apri1 6th Philadelphia chorus. at the Academy of Music, April 
Once more i. ha. fallen ,o .he .0. of PUladel- 
and tJounod’s u Gallia,” at its recent concert. phia to be the home of a musician who has proved him 
After a successful tournee through the Western cities, in the foremo^ rank of American composers. Nay, 
ou  Otto Hegner gave a farewell concert in New York, it is our opinion that Dr. Clarke has won for himself an 
il . He sailed for his Swiss home on the 24th. honorable place among the greatest oratorio-composers 
s of all time. With fine literary discriminal m he mis 
’ chosen the most appropriate words from the Bible for 
•‘ O  S the development of his theme, which is full of dramatic 
his former repertory. . possibilities, not, it is true, of that kind in v i indi- 
Three Von Bulow recitals were given m New York, ., . ,, MpaniaL 
during the first eek in pril. fter his tour through vjdaals are the dramatis person®,-for, like the Messia. 
 there are no characters in this oratorio, 
The dramatic force is owing to the wonderful power 
i li ill i  t with which the poets of the Bible personified their ideas: 
A tlie dramatic play is between ideal ilothi in eta- 
J Olnn nms M’n »1! n HI TI»| 1 1 flirt 
phoric, intensely picturesque languag instead of ;tween 
individuals. And this, we thoroughly believe, is ire 
only sort of dramatic form in words which is capable of 
the highest musical setting. Unhampe.red by the finite¬ 
ness which always attaches itself to the individual, the 
music can soar to the divine height toward which thd" 
Mme. Helen Hopeeire appeared at a Vienna. Phil- Year-Book ready about May 20th. In its 150 pages it atmosphere of the words, but is an iaeai mrerpresauou 
harmonic Concert, 1under Hans Richter’s direction, in a gives the musical occurrences of the larger cities of the 0f them, is not to say too much-. The effect is every 
Bach concerto or flute, violin and piano with orchestra. TJniteH States and Canada, besides the new compositions wjie:re enhanced by ike orchestration, which in its skillful 
Anton Dvorak has accepted a commission to compose and a table of first performances. - management shows the touch of genius, 
and conduct a setting of the “Requiem” mass of the Cincinnati will have its ninth biennial musical festival Although the oratorio is divided into only tv arts, 
Catholic church for tne Birmingham Triennial Festival, from^Mar^Otk rto 24th. Mr. Theodore Thomas is to Althongb me ora ono s oivi tw« cont^ted 
next year conduct. Among the soloists are Messrs. Edward Lloyd, the first part naturally redivides itsal. nto t .ontrastea 
tt tt ., a . , . .... , the English tenor, and Emil Fischer. Saint-Saens “Le Halves, treating of the material prosperity of JerGsalem^ 
tu ns HubbRj the Swiss composer, hasi jnst, finished a Deluge,” Bach’s “Saint Matthew’s Passion,” and ^d then of the Captivity. It opens quietl; ar, ii 
SorePdh?KwAS7C.«£^^ “Ee?Uie“ Ma“” are "“°ng tte ’Mt8 “ be “4 .few Lrl tor Jl orcLtr., foUo-ed b7 
tarmonic Society. Little Otto flegner is Hans Huber’s 8 Mr> Rarhael Joseffy will give a piano recital before a short bass recitative, whesftie ^ohna comeJn with a 
pupil‘ the Music Teachers’ National Association’s convention, rushing accompaniment, in the midst of which the lull 
During July and August of 1891, Mme. Wagner will held in Detroit next July. An extra concert will also chorus bursts forth in long sustained notes, with the 
bring out “ Tannh&user,” “ Meistersinger ” and “Par- be arranged in Detroit at that time, in which Theodore I ord8 “Great is the Lord.” In the whole of this 
sifal.” In 1892, “Lohengrin” will be produced for the Thomas and his orchestra and Mr. Josefly will parti- | 
     
atholic church for the ir ingha  riennial Festival, 
next year. 
hrst ia  concerto. . idea aspires. To say that Dr, Clarke has, in this ease, 
t n , . . nnl_ „m™9n0nds to the 
Traveller, will have the seventh volume of t Musical composed music which not only corresponds t 
r B d l int t ti n
- 
U d  ,   j r    th  ,   
 . , | 
lthough the oratorio is divided into only two pari, 
t  first rt t r ll  r i i  it elf i t wo c tr st  
___n •' MR. Raphael joseffy will give a piano, reciiai Deiot “ --—- ' .... 
 - b e erB -
n
Hn _j 
first tiipe in Bayreuth, and in 1898, “Der Ring des cipate, the latter to be heard in Brabm’s second piano- 
Nibelnngen ” is to be revived. forte concerto. 
chorus the voice parts are comparatively simple, while 
the orchestration is very full and effective. After this 
chorus cornea another recitative for bass, followed by a 
lovely aria descriptive of the beauty of the situation of 
Zion : quiet and melodious all through, it works up into 
a climax at the end, which is capped by the exultant 
march chorus, “ Walk about Zion.” There is almost a 
barbaric grandeur about this chorus, with its trumpet 
blasts and its steady march rhythm; its very exultation 
seems a forecast of the desolation which is shortly to 
follow. In the next number, a sextette. Dr. Clarke has 
shown the enviable capability of being profoundly contra¬ 
puntal at tie same time that he is interesting. It is, 
perhaps, a trilie too long, for the degree of intellectual 
attention necessary to follow, for any length of time, the 
conti rat as notion of six voices is somethin* not possessed 
by many. This would, however* not be noticed so machpf 
it were not followed by another chorus, which, although' 
initse',- i .st hex the effect 
of too much solidity. The turning point is reached at 
the conclusion of this chorus; the alto in a mournful 
'recitative . announces,u But Israel: forgot' .God' their 
: Saviour.5’../Then; 'after an agitated;introduction on. the 
orchestra the soprano Bings a wonderfully dramatic solo 
to the1 words beginning, “Hear, O Heavens,” which 
leads directly into a furious chorus in fugue form, “ Be¬ 
hold, I bring Evil upon Jerusalem.” The way in which 
the theme is managed in this chorus shows what a won¬ 
derful facility in contrapuntal writing Dr. Clarke has. 
After it has gone through all possible variations in 
imitation and inversion, toward the end it is heard in 
augmentation in one voice at a time, while the other 
voices are rushing on with the theme in its original form. 
The effect of the whole chorus is of relentless power 
unmixed with pity. The dramatic interest increases 
from here to the end of the part. The fierce anger of 
the Lord is shown in a bass solo with a peculiarly effective 
accompaniment, the mpst striking point of which is, 
that nearly all through it is heard a low roll on the 
kettle drum, breaking into crescendo passages, in which 
wood instruments play ascending chromatic scales. The 
chorus, “ By the Waters of Babylon,’ ’ following this solo, 
is perhaps the most beautiful one in the first part. The 
melancholy theme which is - given to the voices is made 
more so by the sobbing of the orchestra. But the very 
depths of woe are reached in a soprano solo with male 
chorus, in which the words “We are brought very low” 
are joined to a musical phrase as simple and as expres¬ 
sive as the words. This is another turning point. The 
tenor announces in a recitative the mercifulness of God, 
and follows it with an exquisite solo to the words “ Who 
is a God like unto thee.” 
The character of the music in the second part is quite 
different.to most of that in.the first part ; a God of power 
has given place to a God of love, material grandeur to 
spiritual grandeur, a change which the music subtilely but 
distinctly emphasizes. We have not space here to men¬ 
tion all the beauties which struck us; it is, in fact, im¬ 
possible, in one hearing, to’ form an opinion of the 
comparative merits of the different numbers. All we 
know is that beautiful and varied melodies and- rich 
harmonies follow each other in such quick succession 
that we are positively bewildered with the feast of sound. 
One point, however, whichvwejespecially observed, was 
that there is not in a single, one of the choruses or the 
solos an anti-climax ; the interests ways increases from 
the beginning to the end ; and what is true of the parts is 
true of the whole. The interest increases from the 
beginning until what seems to us the perfection of 
spiritual beauty in music is- reached in the unaceom 
panied quartette, ‘ ‘JSye hath not seen, ear hath not 
heard.” This is followed by the final chorus and tenor 
solo, “The New Jerusalem descends,” which is a 
fitting and dignified close, with no trace of the almost 
barbaric splendor of the chorases~near the beginning ; 
growing gradually more quiet toward the end, it finally 
dies away pianissimo ; the chorus, unaccompanied, sing 
the words, “Even so, come Lord Jesus,” to the simplest 
major chords, and softly the full orchestra plays the 
closing chords. The effect of this quiet ending, so 
different to the time-honored fugue with which the 
oratorio of the past has usually ended, is marvelous. 
The God of Love has been-made manifest, and only 
music’s most simple means can give adequate expression, 
to the. grandeur of the idea. ■ ... 
A word should be said about the performance, which, 
though somewhat lacking in finish, was, on the whole, 
wonderfully good, especially in view of the fact that it 
was & oew work and a difficult oae to sing. The balance 
between the parts was not m perfect as one could wish; 
the brass was at times too loud, while the chorus might 
easily have been larger, to advantage: but it is almost 
hypercritical to mention defects so small when there was 
so much to be praised. 
Mr. Hopkinson, the bass, was hardly up to his solos, 
which require a voice of heavier calibre; the soprano, 
Mrs. I >rd, was fairly g < d, while Mi A.uty, ©nor and 
Mi , .0 be ir > < !o*. sa g with much t ute and feel i < : 
■ ■ ’ ' Frank Babb. 
LEOTU RE-BEOITA LS. 
Among the notices which have been crowded out is 
that of the Lecture-Recital, given in March, by Mrs. 
Mary Gregoiy Murray, before the New Century Club of 
this city. Mrs. Murray, who is a pupil of William 
Mason, and well-known as one of our leading pianists, 
belongs to that happily increasing class of musicians who 
recognize that piano-playing relates to the art of music, 
and not to the practice of gymnastics. This is worthy 
of mention, because there have been periods in contem¬ 
porary history when mnscle has had much the better of 
music, and the piano has been a parade ground for 
fingers. Possessing great talent as a reader and player, 
with a brilliant and musical touch, Mrs. Murray is one 
of the artists who are never satisfied unless they truly 
interpret. To this temperament skill is merely a means, 
and the highest ambition is to render perfectly and with 
clear understanding the intention of the composer. The 
brain dominates technique, the ear compels the open 
sesame to the secrets of melody and harmony. The 
lecture was illustrated by compositions chosen both 
because of fitness and familiarity, and was a broad claim 
for the superiority of melody over harmonic conundrums, 
and charlatan combinations. Mrs. Murray has an ani¬ 
mated, easy delivery. The lecture has since been re¬ 
peated to a large audience in Allentown, Pennsylvania, 
and will be given in this city again this month. 
[For The Etude.] 
WHO CAN STUDY MUSIC WITH A HOPE 
OF SUCCESS? 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
Where music has not been common in the family, the 
pupil learns more slowly at first;, such pupils need all of 
Ik© teacher’s patience and skill in /keeping them sinter-.. 
ested and advancing, and for his reward, many tiines, in 
the end they will be his most brilliant pupils. . ‘ . 
Some pupils, who have taken lessons of other teachers, 
will claim to hate music; these need to be questioned 
and tested closely to find if their dislike of mnBic is a 
lack of taste, or from an. uninteresting course' of study 
coupled with poor teaching, or, if it is from the necessary 
drudgery of the first few months of practice, while brain 
and hand are gaining Accessaryskill for playing interest¬ 
ing mnsic. Here iB'fahere the good teacher can make the 
rugged path smooth and inspire the pupil with ambition. 
Many times, the pupil’ s dislike ,of music is unqualified 
laziness, a simple hating of work and study! this class 
is hard to deal with; they must be interested as much 
as possible. Sometimes irony and Barcasm will start 
them into better work. Lazy people are never sensitive, 
so make the sarcasm cutting and keen. 
The natural endowments of him who would make 
music teaching a life work, must he of a higher order 
than those of the amatenr. He must appreciate the best 
music; his ear must he true in intonation and sensitivei 
as to quality of tone; he should havean innate feeling for 
time, rhythm or the measured flow of mnsic. Other 
necessary qualities of mind and heart are, a dramatic 
talent, a deep emotional nature, sensitively strung nerve, 
a strong imagination, unbounded enthusiasm for music, 
a gift for technic and tonch, brains, patience, and an am¬ 
bition to excel, a love of hard work, and, not least of all, 
a Christian character. To these rare qualities of heart 
and brain,he must have an unconquerable desire to follow 
music as his life’s work, not from its imagined ease or of its 
being a pleasurable occupation, or for the money made 
by it, but because he feels that he cannot help himself, 
for the very love of the art which impels him onward. 
MOVEMENTS OP NEE YES AND MUSCLES IN 
PLAYING A PIECE OF MUSIO. 
How can we know that a person has enough taste or 
talent to study music with a hope of success ? This is a 
question which the teacher has often asked of him, and 
he "must give an- honest answer, remembering that it is 
better to tell the exact truth at first than to face a failure 
later on, which failure would imply falsehood on the 
teacher’s part. 
Marx says: “He that feels pleasure in music, may 
with confidence devote as much time and labor to it as 
circumstances will allow. So long as it is a labor of love 
with him, it will be a labpr of profit also, and every one 
will be led bo far as his sincere but unalloyed pleasure in 
music calls him. The taste of the individual is worth 
cultivating in proportion to the pleasure felt by tbetem- 
dividual in the art itself.” But Bacon says: “Choose 
the life that is most useful, and habit will make it the 
most agreeable.” 
But to give a more practical answer, any one who can 
_sjng, even a little, can learn to play sucessfully; but the 
ability to sing is not necessary, for he who enjoys mnsic, 
and ean perceive difference enough in tunes to enable 
him to say if the piece was fast or slowj-sad or gay, 
pleasing or nnpleasing, can learn to play. 
Fashion has mnch to do with the desire to learn music, 
but the teacher can test the candidate’s amount and 
quality of taste by playing (not singing, for the words 
might influence him instead of the music) two or more 
pieceB, in-as many different styles, and questioning as to 
which piece he likes best, the faster or slower, which 
was brilliant and gay, and which sombre and slow. 
Science, says Sir James Paget, will supply the natural 
man with wonders uncounted. The author had once 
heard Mile. Janotha play a presto by Mendelssohn. She 
played 5595 notes in four minutes and three seconds. 
Every one of these notes involved certain movements of 
a finger, at least two, and many of them involved an 
additional movement laterally as well as those up and 
down. They also involved repeated movements of the 
wrists, elbows and arms, altogether probably not less 
than one movement for each time. 
Therefore, there were three distinct movements for 
each note. As there were 24 notes per second, and each 
of these notes involved three distinct musical movements, 
that amounted to 72 movements in each second. More¬ 
over, each of these notes was determined by the will to 
a chosen place, with a certain force at a certain time 
and with a certain dnration. Therefore, there were four 
distinct qualities in each of the 72 .movements in eacli^ 
second. Such were the transmissions outw -d. And 
those were conditional on consciousness of the position 
of each hand and each finger before it was moved, and 
bv moving it of the sound .and the force of each ton- b. 
Therefore, there were three conscious sensafcu s to 
every note. 
There were 72 transmissions per second, 144 to and 
fro, and those with constant change of quality. And 
then, added to that, all the time the memory was remem¬ 
bering each note in its dne time and place, and was 
exercised in the comparison of it with otners that came 
before. So that it would be fair to say that , there were 
not less than 200 transmissions of nerve force to and 
from the brain outward and inward every second, and 
during the whole of that time judgment was being exer¬ 
cised as to whether the mnsic was being played better or 
worse than before, and the mind was conscious of some 
of the motions which the music was intended to inspire. 
The editor desires to call special attention t 
lar printed in this number of the Et • calling atten¬ 
tion to the publication of the'famous lectures of the late' 
Karl Merz, of Wooster, 0. They contain a gold mine of 
instruction apd information. No musician can afford to 
be without them. We shall publish one of the lectures 
(“ Genius ”) in the Etude. We predict that everybody 
who reads this lecture will eagerly subscribe. The 
widow will receive.all the profits that accrue. Certainly 
musicians will take pride, therefore, in subscribing. 
T J - i E E T TT Ti E. 
WOBTH REPEATING of mortals, becausehis art has completely absorbed all his ( tapped out with unendurable rigidityby the aid of the 
■ .■•■■■ vital force; he has had to bury himself in his art and shut arm and forearm. A superior technique can with few 
[Under this Department will appear articles that have been in °?fc all else, in order to reach his high artistic standard, exceptions be more ^quickly and favorably acquired in 
p bnt worthy of a etitio We will he pleased to receive Music is a growth, an . very slow one at that, and the this way than wh he elDow,s are required to contnbut 
c nti ti ns rom ui eaders cm re.a trie - f the icl ramn ng . ocess rill Barely - ssult sc future musical the ■ pt ver. I io not '.m"/*; censure he performance 
numbers of The Etude.] bankruptcy, when all must be begun over. The desire of many virtuosos, who execute rapid octave passages 
• — to shine in public destroys all real natural growth. A with a stiff wrist; they often do it with great precision, 
. ON THOEOUGH STUDY.. student should not appear in public until he has accumu- in the most rapid tempo, forcibly and effectively. It . 
a . . lated considerable technic—until he can be tolerated, must, after all, depend upon individual peculiarities 
•f musical be listened to, until habits are formed, or until some whether the pupil can learn better and more quickly to 
it a desire ^x>—~i—« “""'' passages thus or with a loose wrist. The 
le of bravoura playing for virtuosos cannot 
Talent alone does not make a musician. A usical be listenei to, until habits are for ed, or until so e 
organization does not necessarily bring with it sir  degree of individuality has shown itself Preachers do 
for work or knowledge. Precocity does not give a 1 he QOj. go.out to preach until they can, at least, read readily 
strength to ascend Parnassus’ Heights; nor can the and6not stammer. Lawyers do not appear in public and 
sacrifices you may be willing to make for music be try cases when they ought to be silent listeners to others, 
measured by your love for it. Thoroughness tn your T£e m.ConCealed desire to shine in public is ruinous to 
study is the great conquering weapon in the pursuit of thorough work: besides, that omrht.to he an aim. the 
wo i oioucu uo) uvu u uiuo , ic lyi uiou. wi uuu duiud nuovuva vuo v u .Aunt uwv.vvi - uu uivt c v^uiynJJr liU
degree of individuality has shown itself. Preachers do play such .  
not go-out to preach until they can, at least, read readily present sty
r • i* ii — . .. n u • - buuioutu nvJia *■ ucdiucdj tuau uuguu uc au ami 
music. It implies all the requisites for the high attain- anticip|tion of Uich should inspire thorough work, 
ment, ambition, energy, perseverance, en usiasm, ove, The manner in which music is taught and studieu ib c. UU6no muo> upon 
etc. Without taese,^alent will only be a ruitless aggra- ^[.important. If the teacher drives and is over anxious; the keys with a certain decision, firmness, quickness, 
without it nothing real will ever be accom- wor]jS for temporary effects, or builds upon aught else and vigor, and must obtain a command over thekey- 
plished; for the lack of it, music is willingly laid aside tban a 8olid technical basis; if the principles used in board; otherwise, the result is only a tame, colorless, 
as a good riddance when the teacher s in uence is with- piay;ng are npt attacked boldly; if the pupil is fed on uncertain, immature style of playing, in which no fine 
dr™n’ . . j r . . a. i. i namby-pamby, la da dah kind of music; if there is no portamento, no poignant staccato, or sprightly accentua- 
Why is it that the study of music is often begun when Bjate^n0 exaction, no aim, no end; and, then, if the tion can be produced. Every thoughtful teacher, striv- 
th® 1.18P'Still lingers on the lip, and is continued steadily 8Cb0lar carries on a feeble, sickly mode of study; if ing for the best result, must, however, take care that this 
on till full maturity has set in, and yet no satis ac„ory mu8;c j8 pursued for aught else than the-love of the art; shall only be acquired gradually, and must teach it with 
results are obtained; no real pleasure for performer or -f fa[se notions prompt its study; if it is only carried on a constant regard to individual peculiarities, and not at 
listener? Superficial Btudy could answer for an untold because ft ;8 begun and no fit opportunity is offered to the expense of beauty of performance, and of a tender, 
and not sta er. La yers do not appear in public and dispense with facility in octave passages; it'is a necessary 
    , part of it. 
The ill-concealed desire to shine in public is ruinous to I will now consider the use of loose and independent 
thorough ork; bes des, h t o ht to be n i , the fingers, in playing generally; i. e., in that of more ad- 
. » - t*•-''•I' 1 • 1 V'.-J m ‘ J     * 1 _   1 _ 1 . J ■ «- J iV ' 
ticipation of which should inspire thorough ork. vanced pupils who have already acquired the necessary 
he a er i  hich usic is ta t a  studied is elementary knowledge. The fingers ust be set upon 
[-import t.  t  t r ri s  i  r i ; t it rt i isi , fir , i , 
arks f r t r r effects, r il s t else a i r, st tai c a yer t  ke - 
an a solid tec ical asis; if t e ri ci les used in ar ; other ise, t e res lt is only a ta e, colorless, 
drawn. 
hy is it that the study of usic is often begun hen 
the lisp still lingers on the lip, and is continued steadily 
on till full aturity has set in, and yet no satisfactory 
results are obtained; no real pleasure for perfor er or 
listener? Superficial Btudy could ans er for an untold 
' amount of useless wooing of the Muses. 
What can be more saddening to a parent than to feel 
that her child’s course is drifting toward negligence, 
frivolity and mediocrity? What ought to fill the pupil’s 
heart more with shame than for him to be conscious he 
is doing wrong to himself as a student by the superficial 
skimming,. smattering manner of doing his duty. 
What can be more destructive to the" building up of a 
good character than to trifle with one’s self? How can 
a person feel that self-respect he should, when he allows 
indolence and indifference to hold sway, where industry 
and earnestness should rule. 
To be anything but thorough means a waste of exist¬ 
ence, of life, of all-. Thoroughness is synonymous with 
greatness, nobleness, respect, esteem, usefulness and 
_ _ _ 1 *1  _iS • _ •  __L? L Ail ■  _ 
get but of it honorably—then music is a failure, a rob¬ 
ber of life, a murderer of time, a destroyer of the beau- 
agreeable touch, 
“ Expression canfiot be taught, it must come of itself.” 
tiful, and a dangerous occupation, and, above all, a But when are we to look for it? When the stiff fingers 
useless waste of money.. are fifty or sixty years old, and the expression is impris- 
When we see how music is taught and studied, there oned in them, so that nothing is ever to be heard of it? 
cannot be else than dissatisfaction at the end. No This is a widespread delusion. Let us look at a few of 
wonder the Muses are neglected after the school days those to whom expression has come of itself. X. plays 
are over; no wonder that graduation comeB to the relief skillfully and correctly, but his expression continues 
of the weary straggler ; no wonder that matrimony crude, cold, monotonous; he shows too. pedantic a soljci- 
strikes dumb the once noisy piano; no wonder that the 
mother intimates humbly, with considerable sadness in 
her tone, that she once studied music. No one would 
ever have known it had she not said so. So the conclu- 
l  i
tude about mechanical execution and strict time; he never 
, l i ventures on a pp., uses too little shading in piano, and 
l plays the forte too heavily, and without regard to the 
 t l - instrument; crescendiand diminuendi.are inappropriate, 
sion of the whole thing is — let us prosecute ‘ our often coarse and brought in at unsuitable places; and— 
_1_ a1__'Ll_ T _ a__ 1_• A xl a _'ll liio irAtriffA nmA£ t flinw ora tn/linno inflaoil ! Miod 
great by forming habits of carelessness and indolence ion8 sffort. Aboye all let the love of tr*e arfc be 
and where is there any worthy person who is nothorough ide. Search for the truth; then you will have 
in what he undertakes? The trifler, like the ‘‘lame and ^ ac*ompli8limeilt that yOG win c’arry beyond the four 
laggard,” is pushed to one side in this age of progress. n of £ coiie„e. tbat will not cease with matri- 
The easy-goer and the good-natured fool are driven from mnnrr 
the field of action, down to the loweAaunts and posi- t Presser1^ d ac0ntmUed Wlth the teaclier 8 V18lt8-— 
tions in life, by the energetic, driving and determined ’ * ___ 
men of the day. For persons to undertake and 
oroseeute, year in, and year out, any occupation they THOUGHTS ON PIANO PLAYING, 
know in their hearts they care nothing for, is worse than BT WIECE 
treason, false love and hypocrisy. It is a sin against * ! t ’ 
one’s self to neglect doing everything we have to do with The age of progress announces, in piano-playing also, 
all our might. If what we do is devoid of love, earnest- “a higher beautys 5 than has hitherto existed. Now, I 
ness, enthusiasm and spirit, we are lowering ourselves demand of all the defenders of this new style, wherein 
into mere machines, mere automatic apparatuses. is this superior beauty supposed to consist? It is useless 
Look, about on nature. What earnestness, and faith- to talk, in a vague way, about a beauty which no one can 
will always hold dear. Let us strive to surpass our 
• , work thoroughly. Let us attain a height that will re- his ritardandi 1 they are tedious indeed! “But Miss 
renown, while superficiality is crushing, belittling, nar- fiect pride 0G 4 Let u8 obtain a p0fse88i0n that we Z- plays differently and more finely.” Truly, she plays 
rowing, ignoble and contemptible. Who ever became ^ ai ay8 bold dear. et us strive to surpass our differently; but is it more finely? Do you like this 
previous effort. Above all, let the love of true art be gentle violet blue, this sickly paleness, these rouged 
your guide. earch f r t e tr t ; t e  you ill have falsehoods, at the expense of all integrity of character ? 
an acco plish ent that you ill carry beyond the four Ik'8 sweet, embellished, languishing style, this rubato 
walls of a college; that ill not cease ith atri- and-.dismembering of the musical phrases, this want of 
mony, nor be discontinued with the teacher’s visits.— time, and this sentimental trash f They both have 
T. resser. talent, but their expressiffh was allowed to be developed 
.
BY FRED. WIEOK. 
 
fulness, and thoroughness do we find? Man only does explain. I have listened to the playing—no, the thrum- 
hia .work half-way. Man only degrades his gifts. Man 
only misuses his power. He is the only trifler in all 
nature. 
ming and stamping—of many of these champions of the 
modern style of beauty; and I have come to the conclu¬ 
sion, according to my way of reasoning, that it ought to 
See the bee; with what deadly earnestness he flies be called a higher,-—quite different, inverted beauty,— their individuality of feeling, and without restraining or 
swiftly by you? The deer-hound pursues his prey till he a deformed beauty, repugnant to the sensibilities of all disturbing them, unless they are on the wrong path, 
drops down dead. The birds warble their joyous songs mankind. But our gifted “age of the future” protests ^bo has not listened to performers and singers who 
the morning, when a drowsy.stupor still possesses all against such cold conservatism. The period of piano were otherwise musical, but whose sentiment was either 
ankind. What a lesson in faithfulness and industry is fury which I have lived to see, and which I have just ridiculous or lamentable ? 
in  
m
the noble horse and lusty steer? 
Our prayer and daily cry should be not for more talent, 
for greater advantages, nor for more time, but for a de¬ 
termined purpose, for a oneness of aim, for a soul lit up 
with fiery earnestness, for undying zeal, for the courage 
described, was the introduction to this new essay, only a 
«lebl?^vempt’ ?d a ?reli“y t0- this Pia°0 fo.tare' EOS SALE.—The following piano works, finely bound 
Should this senseless raging and storming upon the piano, f U in half morocco, will be sold at a peat sac tfice. 
where not one idea can be intelligently expressed in a 1 ’ d win be |0ld for about 
half-hour, this abhorrent and rude treatment of a grand ^^PC08t to bind. The works are all in the celebrated 
concert piano, combined with frightful misuse of both 4rfr , „ 
pedals, which puts the hearer into agonies of horror and g* « e^\he unboflPd. We will sei! the 
spasms of terror, ever be regarded as anything but a re- |iy f Wofthe prices here given, namely 
turn to barbarism, devoid ot feeling and reason? This Doglementi So4taS) an§ Other Pieces for Piano, 
istobe^ calied music Imusicofthe future! the ’beauty BdVtedby Dr. S. Lebert. In two vols. Each $3.00. 
of the future style! Truly, for this style of music, the Soaata8 and Other Pieces for Piano. In 
ears must be differently constructed, the feelings must Vol. I, $1.75; vol. II, $1.50. - 
mist^o!crewed*r^For^hi^again^vmuhaEne^rsu^eons^ Schubert Sonafos and Other Pieces for Piano. Three 
who lie in wait in the background with the throat im- Weber^Sonatas’ and Other Pieces for Piano. Two 
provers. What a new and grand field of operations lies j yol. I, $3.00; vol. II, $1.50. 
open to them I Our age produces monsters, who are in- v°Address 1 * ’ Thille, care of Etude Office, 
sensible to the plainest truths, and who fill humanity \ 
with horror. Political excesses have hardly ceased, when 
still greater ones must be repeated in the world of music. We beg to state that the estate of the late Karl M*-rz 
But comfort yourselves, my readers: these isolated; con8;8t8 principally in a very valuable library, which is 
instances of madness, these last convulsions of musical , 1 ... . ,. _a. 
insanity, with however much arrogance they may be for sale ; everything touching upon music can be found, 
proclaimed, will not take the world by storm. The time many works are nearly three hundred years old. It you 
will come when no audience, not even eager possessors desire a complete catalogue of said library, address 
of complimentary tickets, but only a few needy hirelings^ Johannes Wolfram, Canton, 0., who has charge of the 
"SeteSe?”10 " C°°C8rt ^rform“ce! °' library,'and who will chearfally give all information on 
The tones which are produced with a loose wrist are the subject. __ ___ 
always more tender and more attractive, have a fuller _ ■ . ... 7~ 
sound, arid permit more delicate shading than the sharp • A truly inspired artist always plunge into is work 
[ tones, without body, which are thrown or fired off or with enthusiastic abandon.—rIYapner,. 
to stand and battle till the foe lies crushed beneath our  
What a lesson can be gathered from the germination 
of a seed ; how uniformly the,germs obey their destiny ? 
,    
s s s f t rr r, r  r r   t i t  re¬ 
t r  t  r ri , i f f li r  7 i  
However carelessly.^ seed may be set in the ground the is to be called usic 1 music of the future ! the beauty 
germs which form the root, and that which is the archi- t t t l  ! l , t i t l i , t  
tect of the stem, will seek their way—the one to light, rs st e iffere tl  str t , t  feeli s st 
. the other to darkness—to fulfill their duty. The obstruc- be differently constituted, and a different nervous system 
tion of granite rocks cannot force the rootlet upward nor must be.created! For this again we shall need surgeons, 
drive the leaflet downward. They may kill the germs by ho lie in ait in the background ith the throat i - 
exhansting their vital powers in an (endeavor to find r r . t    r  fi l  f r ti li  
their proper element, but no obstruction can make a  t  t  ! r  r  t r ,  r  i ¬ 
single blade of grass do aught but strive to fulfill the end  
for which it was created. Would that man were equally 
true to the purpose of hia existence, and would suffer 
neither the rocks of selfishness nor the false lights of ,  
temptation to. force or allure him from duty to his God.  
To return to our subject, and with a more direct appli- ‘insanity, with however uch arrogance they may be' 
cation to piano playing: There are numerous tempta- l i , ill t t  t  l   t .  ti  
tions for wrong-doing in the study of the pianoforte that 
make it very difficult to escape contamination. Here li t  ti t , t l   f   i li , 
are some of the things that breed carelessness and bad will venture to endure Buch concert performances of 
habits. The enormity of the work to be done is appall- “the future.” 
ing and bars the idea of ever accomplishing the wnole ' 
thoroughly. If a thoroughly artistic pianist is not con-  
versant with Horace’s Odes, nor is not given to quota- , n  it  li t  i  t  t  
tions from the Koran, he can, at least, have the Sympathy , ,  
 t l  i i  ti t l l s i t hi  
. : Wagner, 
 dis ri  f t si l r , t i t f 
ti , t i ti t l t ? t  
ion
of itself. They both would have been very good players; 
but now they have lost all taste for the ideal, which 
manifests itself in the domain of truth, beauty and sim¬ 
plicity. If pupils are left to themselves, they imitate 
the improper and erroneous easily and skillfully; the 
right and suitable with difficulty, and certainly unskill- 
fully. Even the little fellow who can hardly speak learns 
to use naughty, abusive words more quickly and easily 
than fine, noble expressions. What schoolmaster has 
not been surprised at this facility, and what good old 
aunt has not laughed at it? But, you say, “It is not 
right to force the feelings of others! ” That is quite un¬ 
necessary ; but it is possible to arouse the feelings of 
others, to guide and educate them, without prejudicing 
• i * • j • • i * a _i * J —* aL —i. _ 
Sift! 
mmmmm 
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ONE-SIDED SPECIALISM IN PIANQFOBTE 
PLAYDTG, 
Upon close investigation we discover that the art of 
piano playing, like every known science, is susceptible 
of a vast number of subdivisions. Hence there will 
easily arise specialties of talent, and consequent special¬ 
ties of practice. The slipping into a rut.becomes there¬ 
fore very easy, indeed, and, like all other faults, painfully 
easy. The fiimous aphorism, “Eternal vigilance is the 
price of liberty” might easily be transferred to the art 
of music and cast in this form, “Symmetrical artistic 
power is reached by labor, and preserved only by con¬ 
stant watchfulness.” 
The prominent features of piano specialism may per- 
hapsbe grouped in three forms, namely, runs, melodies, 
and what, for lack of a better name, we may call the 
colossal. Now we hear a pianist who has extraordinary 
evenness, dexterity and lightness in the finger hammers. 
The consequence is that his runs are pearly, his arpeggios 
rippling, and while he does nothing else particularly 
well, those are so conspicuously excellent that we applaud 
rapturously, and all his pupils run to the pearly and the 
rippling. Every performance from their hands is a foun- 
tain r % brookl 1, - r ascade oi a summer show* r; he 
watery affinities of the piano are exhausted, and after a 
while become tiresome. The next time we hear a player 
who has caught the idea that the piano, despite its natural 
defects, can be made to sing, and with him everything is 
tune, tune, song, song, melody, all the time melody, 
nothing but melody. It is true, his cantabile iB full of 
feeling, always distinct, and of the most graceful contour, 
and yet, the instant you take him out of Mendelssohn’s 
“ Songs without Words,” or the adagios of Beethoven, 
and music of the like species, he is clumsy or inadequate. 
In the third place we find, what is unfortunately much 
more common in our stormy and stressful days, what I 
have termed above the colossal player, that is the man 
whose technique lieB chiefly in octaves, chords, and 
Bkips. With these he astonishes the eyes as well as the 
mind, and sometimes makes the ear and heart of the 
listener grieve. But whatever else is done he is sure to 
give you all the sledge-hammer effects of the instrument, 
and make a piano concert room a .kind of idealized 
blacksmith shop. If the pearly player may be called the 
Naiad of music, the tuneful player the Apollo of music, 
we will give this man the title of the Vulcan of music. 
He forges noise and thunderbolts without limit. But let 
us be cautious; never should we speak of either of these 
special talents with scorn or contempt. True art exhausts 
the whole round of emotional expression, and the great 
artist should not only be able to pearl and ripple, not 
only able to sing and chant, not only able to thunder and 
crash, but to do each and all in their appropriate place, 
for art is the exact analogue of life, and as the soul is 
full of varied mood, and changeable as • the sky or the 
weather, so must the pianist have the power of varying 
his expression to every imaginable kind of tone and 
technical combination. If one has a very special gift in 
any one of these directions, it may be best that he should 
establish himself-upon that specialty as a centre, and 
yet it would be veryfoolish_for any artist .to play nothing 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
except one little narrow refund of compositions. But 
-should the student attempt all these things? Most 
emphatically, yes. The' study of pianoforte art is exactly 
like a collegiate course. It may be that in future life the 
student will become a mathematician, a linguist, or 
philosopher, but during the years when his faculties are 
being elicited or drawn out of him, that is literally edu¬ 
cated (e-duc-ated), he must apply his mind to every 
known subject, that its real qualities may be ascertained 
with certainty. He may be a poor Latin scholar and a 
brilliant orator, he may be a quick and keen mathema¬ 
tician but a weak philosopher, he may have an acute 
and subtile mind for abstract thought, and have a con¬ 
temptuous indifference to physical science, but whatever 
hiB peculiarities may be he must test his mind on all 
sides with the entire circle of sciences. 
John S. Van Cleve. 
Send for our special offer on seven new works now in 
press. A 
MANUAL OF MUSIC. Manual Publishing Co., 
Chicago. 
One of the most interesting and important musical 
works issued from Iks American press is Mr. W. M. 
Derthick’s “ Manual of. Music,” an imposing volume of 
over 600 pages, sheet music size, elegantly bound, and 
embellished with full-page photogravure portraits of 
ibout fifty leadii g musician and * < mpos< rs of « J5 tim.es 
and schools.. The author of the work, recognizing that 
only a few of the many who are interested in music 
could afford to possess or find time to utilize an extensive 
musical library, conceived the idea of a work containing 
the most practical and necessary information hitherto 
scattered through many expensive volumes, thus afford- 
ng tc many at ai • r irkabh > aw pri ;e the advantages >f 
i ghe musical nstr sc i ** (thei wise not av ilal < x< «-* * 
to the favored few. He devoted about three years to the § reparation of the work and then formed a fortunate 
usinese conn ction with - prominent publishing house, 
- hi h ha i la -ge capital at d e u t 11< 111 icilith s t nat led 
.him to bring it out in the splendid style which the plan 
called for. w The plan grew as he thought it over and 
became more thoroughly acquainted with the needs of 
tl » mi ical public, and various j metical elemen w r« 
added one after another. 
In its present form the Manual consists of a concise 
and well written history of music, extending ovei th< 
entire course of the history and equal in contents to a 
volume of considerable size. This deals with the general 
narrative. Connected with the historical parts of the 
work, and in fact preceding them in order of conception, 
are six magnificent historical charts, double page in size, 
printed in colors, each one containing a vast amount of 
information, presented with singular lucidity and com¬ 
pleteness. he charts are the most original feature of 
the work, also the most valuable. The intelligent con¬ 
ception is extremely creditable to Mr. Derthick, as also 
is the amplitude of information shown in the execution 
of them. 
There are fifty individual biographies, occupying about 
twice as mnch space, comprehending the principal musi¬ 
cians from Bach and Handel down to the leading musi¬ 
cians of the present time, which with the accompanying 
portraits are presented in strictly chronological order, 
thus preserving the succession and sequence of 'musical 
characters and events, and showing what each composer 
contributed in his time to the development of mnsic. 
Following the life of each composer are carefully 
written analyses of his most characteristic works, which 
have for their object to show the gradual evolution of 
the various forms from incipient conditions (for instance 
the Sonatas of D. Scarlatti and C. P. Bach) to the works 
of Beethoven and contemporaneous composers. These 
analyses, of which there are about 160, farther aim to 
treat the structural characteristics, technical retirements 
and the imaginative or emotional elements of the different 
works analyzed. They are the work, we understand, of 
several prominent musicians, and while all are competent 
the style naturally differs. Quite a number were pre¬ 
pared by Mr. W. S. B. Mathews, who also wrote an intro¬ 
duction signed by his name. Among his analyses may 
be mentioned those of Dnssek’s works, Emanuel Bach’s, 
several pieces of Gottschalk, Thalberg, and a few others. 
It is also understood, that Mr. Mathews prepared a few 
of the forms of summarization in the later charts, show¬ 
ing the present tendency in the various departments of 
musical effort, including the opera, oratorio, piano and 
organ music, the orchestra and violin. These small 
additions, however, in no way detract from the originality 
of Mr. Derthick’s conception, since they had for their 
sole task that of carrying out minor details of his original 
conception. 
Following the analyses are characteristic specimens of 
musicians’ works, introduced for the p'urpose of artistic 
and historical illustration. The examples were photo 
graphically reproduced from-the best foreign editions. 
That the terms of commendation here awarded this 
singularly comprehensive, work are not too liberal, the 
astonishing array of testimonials lately received from the 
most' distinguished names of the musical profession, 
especially those of New York and Boston, amply cor¬ 
roborates. Among those who -have given the work their 
unqualified commendation are such names as those of 
Dr. Wm. Mason, Dudley Buck, A. R. Parsons, Sarnue’ 
P. Warren, S. B. Mills, H. W. Green, Alexander Lam¬ 
bert, E. M. Bowman,_S. N. Penfield, Clement Tetedoux, 
and many others, including the leading musicians of 
Boston. 
The appearance of this elaborate work and its already 
large circulation forms % most encouraging fact to musical 
authors and lovers of musical progress, for it shows 
that mnsical works can be sold extensively, if sufficiently 
meritorious; and it throws a most decidedly favorable 
light upon the essential natnre of the public appetite for 
musical information,of a solid and reliable character. 
The influence of the Manual cannot be otherwise than 
promotive of a wider scholarship and a broader concep¬ 
tion of the art and practice of mnsic. It is also a pleas¬ 
ing circumstance; which no liberal-minded person will 
begrndge him, that the Manual is in a fair way to make 
its author and part proprietor, if not a rich man, -at least 
above pecuniary anxiety. 
The work is published 
416 Dearborn 
turn. 
by the Manual Publishing Go., 
t., Chicago, and is sold only by snbscrip-. 
COMMISSIONS TO TEAOHEBS 0N0E MOBE. 
by j. o, fillmoke; 
There is one point related to this subject, lately dis- 
cussed in the columns of The Etude, which needs to be 
brought out much more fully and clearly. That, is the 
fact that thousands. of hard-worked and conscientious 
music tea hers i ■>■ , Sjin j their j rofessiou i i small tow is 
where there is no music store whatever. They cannot, 
if they would, send pupils anywhere to get the music 
they need. They are really obliged to furnish it them¬ 
selves. Now, is it required in good morals that the 
teacher should sell music to pupils at a lower price thata 
they would have to pay at the music store if there were 
one ? If so why ? I know no reason, nor do I believe - 
there is any. On the contrary, I think I see excellent 
reasons why the teacher should give no discount, no 
matter.how large a redaction he gets from the publisher. 
To begin with: in order to meet the needs of his 
pnpils he mast always keep on hand a large and varied 
selection. Thus only can he be prepared for emergen¬ 
cies; for the needs of new pnpils; for unforeseen 
changes in his plans for old pupils, dne to various cir¬ 
cumstances. He is always sure to have a certain amount 
of “ dead stock ” on hand, which he has to pay for. 
Further: not only in such cases as the above, hut in 
that of the city teacher, it is a decided advantage to the 
pupil that the teacher should have music on hand at the 
time of the lesson. When a new piece is given, the 
teacher can show the pupil jnst what the points are that 
are to be worked ont, and make snch preliminary observa¬ 
tions as the case requires. If the pupil went to a music 
store and got the piece, he might Bpend a week’s work 
in practicing some passages wrong. Then it would cost . 
six times as much work to unlearn it as it would to have 
got it right to begin with. Is it nothing that the teacher 
has saved the pupil this? What kind of a pupil is he 
who grudges a teacher a commission under snch circum¬ 
stances ; especially when he paid no more than the 
dealer’s price for the mnsic ? The teacher often saves 
the pupil money, also, by his selection of better and 
cheaper editions than the pupil would have got unaided. 
Suppose the pupil had to pay a little more (as he does 
not) for the benefit of his teacher’s judgment, where 
would the.injustice come in ? 
It has been asserted that publishers charge more for 
their mnsic because they have to give commissions to 
teachers. I, for one, doubt this. I never heard any 
such explanation given for high prices by any publisher. 
What publishers say is that the great majority of pub¬ 
lished prices do not pay. They cannot tell what will 
sell and what will not, and so they have to make those 
that do sell pay the expense of the rest If they did put 
on something extra for commissions to teachers, I should 
not think it unjnst to pupils, for the reasons given above. 
Bdt the troth is, that they can afford to give and ought 
to give a large discount to teachers, simply because 
they are wholesale customers.' “ Business is business.” 
What is true .in every_otker. business is trap in. sheet 
music; the larger the trade the larger the discount 
My conclusion is that- teachers onght to have a dis¬ 
count and that they ought not to share this discount with 
their pupils. This is"ki the interest of the pupil as well 
as of the teacher. No pupil ought to be willing to profit 
by-his teacher’s knowledge without paying for it; still 
less ought he to demand such benefit gratis. 
ic' 
Even in his most intricate, compositions, and particu¬ 
larly in those which express his moBt mysterious feelings, 
the artiBt should employ simple form in order to render 
his ideas clear and intelligible.—Stephen Heller. 
From the bottom of my heart do I detest that onesided- 
nes8 of the uneducated many who think that their own 
small vocation is the best, and that every other iB ham- 
bug;—Schubert:^ 
A FEW QUESTIONS ANSWERED. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CLEVE. 
A Subscriber, St. Paul, Minn.—You ask if three or 
four hours would be sufficient practice for a young man 
who works eight hours in an office. Yes, indeed ; and 
more than enough. Few things are more detrimental to 
the progress of our vast army of toiling music-ants than 
the carrying of these enormous loads of weary, technical 
practice. I am myself a sincere believer in some of the 
modern mechanical inventions for technique, though I 
trust I am not a crank on the subject, and do not expect 
to extract moonlight from cucumbers, like that crazy 
philosopher in Dean Swift’s “ Gulliver’s Travels,” but 
the sin of almost every piano student is over-practice 
rather than under-practice ; we strive too much for quan- : 
tity and too little f< r qualtity s am fully convinced, by 
twenty-five years as a practical player; during the whole ; 
of. whi<‘ time 1 1 lai sei ed ahd cutely 
'analyze- l my ow ph sical ental, 
besides which, for seventeen years, I have made observa¬ 
tions i 1 > > nners of ag ■ ipera- 
ments and conditions, nationalities, etc., that not once 
in a hundred times is an hour really spent as it should be 
in practice. The effort of a student should be like that 
of a burning-glass, which concentrates the fire of the sun. 
You ought to practice so intensely that two hours at the 
piano would be an absolute exhaustion. It is true we 
read that Billow used to practice three hours at a sitting, 
without fatigue, but that was after an enormous amount 
of gymnastic exercised 
I should say,,for a man fully occupied during the day 
with brain and hand, that a steady average through the 
year of two hours, ranging say from one hour to three 
hours per day, according to conditions and the relative 
freshness of mind and body, would be about right. For 
a sensitive girl, even if she devotes herself to music 
chiefly, three hours average through the year is ample, 
arid four should never be exceeded, even- on the most 
favorable-days. It is very doubtful whether any one, 
however robuBt, should average above four hours a day, 
occasionally running to six. Secondly, you ask whether 
the backache, like pains in the hands, can be benefited 
by practice. ' 1 
Yes, and no. All physical exercise, when it produces 
aching, should be discontinued : the throat studies of the 
^singer, the digital studies of the pianist and violinist. 
The strain between the shoulders and the small of the 
back, coming from piano playing and organ playing, are 
precisely of the Bame nature as the weariness from walk¬ 
ing, horseback riding, fighting, rowing, or any other 
physical exercise ; it is only a question as to which set of 
muscles is being employed. Dr. Hans von Billow once 
told me, personally, that one should practice till the hands 
began to .be hot and ache a little, but should stop as soon 
as the aching began to be at all disagreeable, and by no 
means ever continue till the aching turned into a numb 
indifference. - 
■To S. H. 0.—You askhojvlo memorize and howto 
overcome nervousness. Your question, though cast in 
the form of one, is really two very distinct and separate 
questions. In order to memorize, the first thing neces- 
sary is clear comprehension; the second, close atten¬ 
tion ; the third,keen analysis; the fourth^intense con¬ 
centration of mind ; the fifth, sufficient reflection ; the 
sixth, daily exercise. 
No mind is so dull that the inestimable power of play¬ 
ing musie from memory cannot be imparted to it, if a 
sufficient number of mesmeric passages are put upon it. 
Begin with two notes, or with a single measure ; better 
still, with some short, decided phrase, which has a dis¬ 
tinct physiognomy that fastens itself, as it were, by its 
own volition, upon your memory. You have undoubtedly 
heard those little tunes, have you not ? especially in the 
comic operas, which absolutely haunt you; you hear 
them in your dreams, you walk to them next day ; you 
get so that you positively hate them. 
Do you remember Mark Twain’s humorous account of 
his experience in reference to the “ blue-trip slip for an 
eight-cent fare,’’ etc., given in one of his essays to the 
Atlantic, a few years ago ? That is the key to the diffi¬ 
culty. In memorizing music there are two things chiefly 
to master, namely, the rhythm, and this Is the way first 
to learn it: secure distinct, well-marked rhythms and 
analyze them carefully ; second, the pitch of the tones, 
and for that purpose I recommend a long course of care¬ 
ful training of the ear. The child, from the very first 
moment that he is allowed to' touch the piano, should 
not only be required to hear the quality of tone produced, 
and insist upon its being pure, liquid, and. free from 
harsh clanging or from woody dullness, bat should also 
He requ - - t< Asers s thefinter relat oris of * net and 
be able to tell very soon a second, major or'minor, & 
third-j major; or. .minor, :affifth,la|fdur|h';; an octave, etch, : 
the instant it is heard. From this first • training of the 
ear proceed, by a thorough study of musical science, to 
s perfect analysis of the composition. 
Second,, nervousness. That undoubtedly is one of the 
most serious evils which besets the pianist or the practical 
muslelan ge nerally. 
It may be fed by several roots, and, indeed, is always 
aggravated by a variety of secondary causes, but its tap¬ 
root is, beyond any question, an excessive self-conscious¬ 
ness, or, as the phrenologists call it, approbativeness. 
The reason why you forget is that you forget the music 
in thinking whether the people like you, or don’t like 
you. Steel yourself with indifference, or, rather, go to 
the opposite extreme—instead of chilling yourself with 
indifference, heat yourself to a perfect white-heat with 
emotional and imaginative enthusiasm for the beanty of 
the music. Lose yourself, and the music will then come 
to you. The muse always has been capricious, and de¬ 
mands a teetotal absorption of oar whole being. Yon 
should always wake up when the applause comes at the 
end of your public performance, dazzled, ‘ dazed, 
bewildered, as from a day dream, having utterly forgotten 
-that there was any public there, and wonder H&at they 
are clapping their handslbr. 
To G. P. AT., Montgomery, Ala.—Your question about 
singing, and in all its details, must be resolved; like the 
former question, into two distinct answers; yet the mi¬ 
nuteness with which you specify your symptoms interests 
me greatly, and inclines me to make my answer rather 
more full and explicit than usual. First, then, the con¬ 
sensus of various teachers forms, I. may say, a reasonably 
good criterion by which to estimate whether you have a 
good singing voice or not. 
The fact of the matter is, however, that as to the raw 
silk of the voice, that is, the natural gift, any one, from 
the child in arms to the most gray-headed critic, is a good 
judge. That is ,the reason so many people who sing 
wretchedly are accepted and liked, especially in non- 
artistic communities, by their personal friends, because 
the voice is beautiful though the art is inexpressibly bad. 
On the other hand, I have heard singers, Chevalier 
Scovel, the tenor, for instance, who are not extraordi¬ 
narily gifted with voice, but who sing with such consum¬ 
mate art that to any real connoisseur in the art of singing 
their performances are exceedingly enjoyable. Now as 
to your opening your month very wide, that is both good 
and bad. For certain kinds of tone it ^indispensable, 
and if you will look at any great artists on the stage you 
will see them at times spread their teeth widely, yet peo¬ 
ple do not laugh, because they avoid carefully all acces¬ 
sory grimaces, such as wrinkling the nose, squinting the 
eyes, distorting the corners of the month, etc., etc. Ask 
some honest friend to tell you whether you have not 
acquired some of these habits, which it is almost- impos¬ 
sible to prevent becoiriirig automatic, for the intense 
physical and mental effort of practicing singing brings 
abont a vast number of unconscious motions, just as 
many persons who are engaged in writing thrust the 
tongue between the lips without knowing it. 
No person who seriously loves music,. or who has any 
high breeding, will allow himself to laugh openly in the 
presence of a singer who is doing his beBt—he will sim¬ 
ply absent himself from the concert. Nevertheless, the 
half-barbarous public is sometimes excusable for a little 
mirthfulness, not so much at the Binging as at the absurd 
contrast between the appearance and the sentiment, and 
especially at those little foxes that spoil the vines, those 
petty defects that grow up like tares among the wheat. 
Every great artist in the world has practiced for hoars in 
front of a mirror, and has been passed in review again 
and' again by some eevere master of stage deportment and 
physiognomy. A very trifling accident will sometimes 
ruin a beautiful effect, as a touch explodes the most majes¬ 
tic and rainbow-tinted bubble; for instance, you may be 
saying “ My heart m broken I n and accidentally lay your 
hand three inches too low, and suggest dyspepsia by a 
most emphatic gesture. 
You ask if you can sing with your mouth closed. . Yes; 
or rather, I do not know whether you can or not, but I 
certainly know that a vast number of singers whom I 
have had the misfortune to hear would sound far better 
if they kept both their months closed and their throats 
silent. Bat to answer you scientifically, I will Bay this: 
there are three general timbreB of the voice, though very 
few ol ht hui In ( in he D , a .■< "i , • rh p sfi , > 
teach the voice seem really to comprehend them. These 
three are: first, the ‘‘ bright ” voice, made'with the teeth 
wide apart and the fauces (that is, the passage way formed 
by the root of the tongue, the tonsils and the soft palate,) 
small; second, “mixed voice,” made with the teeth 
moderately wide apart and the fauces somewhat rigid; 
third, the “ sombre,” or mellow voice, in which the teeth 
are close together and the fauces very widely extended. 
The “bright” voice is the trumpet, the “mixed” 
voice the clarionet,--the “sombre” voice the flute. 
These relative adjustments of the organs which form the 
vocal tube, that is, the upper section of the vocal appa¬ 
ratus, are extremely delicate and varied, and it is teeto- 
tally impossible to give even a rough idea of them iu 
print or by letter. The teacher must hear and must 
judge, by actual, audible tests, each tone as it is produced, 
and the pupil must practice, again and again, in the very 
presence of the teacher. My advice to you is not to be 
miffed or seriously hurt by the ridicule of a few vulgari¬ 
ans, nor even by the occasional laughter of people who 
ought to know better, but first to stndy these three timbres 
with somebody who can explain it to you. If you are 
a teacher, then during the vacation. And secondly, 
put yourself through a very severe training, to weed out 
any facial distortions or peculiar mannerisms in pose, 
action, dress or general appearance, which yon may-have 
unconsciously contracted. Of course, people, ought to 
be absorbed in the singing, and have no right to require 
of us to be handsome when we sing; but the fact remains 
that the public does require us to look well, and especially 
to look harmonious with the sentiment we are uttering, 
and just in proportion as the public is unmusical will it 
be exacting in these minor morals of the art. I once 
heard an excellent tenor in this city of Cincinnati give a 
feeling and graceful interpretation of Beethoven’s im¬ 
mortal and heavenly love song, “Adelaide,” but the 
total effect was spoiled to those in the audienqe who were 
more sensitive than others to the humorous, y h 
ridiculous, fat, beer-bloated figure and the gigantic elo 
gated “ 0 ” of his mouth. 
Portland, Me., March 14th, 1890. 
Editor op The Etude:— 
We are glad to see that_“ musical ” societies are be¬ 
ginning to devote themselves more strictly to B asical as 
Bell as social advancement. 
• The Young Ladies’Social and- Musical Society re¬ 
cently organized in this city (Portland; Me.) is quite 
similar to the society described in the Etude of Novem¬ 
ber. The objectmf the Society is the investigation of 
subjects of a musical character. Our evening’s pro* 
gramme consists of a study of the life, style and list of 
works of some eminent' composer •; several selections from 
the^composer; questions from our query box on musical 
subjects, answered by each member, and some articles 
of interest read by the committee appointed for that pur¬ 
pose. One half hoar is usually spent in social inter¬ 
course. 
We shall be glad to bear from any society of similar 
objects, either through the Etude or by letter. 
M. S. Berry, Secretary, 
802 Cumberland St. 
Mbs. E- E.: Wyman, Pres., : 
. ’ 03 Portland Si 
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CHATS IS TEOHHIOAL SUBJECTS. 
r( BIAS A. MATTHAY. 
The practice of the “ techniques ” Is unfortunately not 
always synonymous with the practice of Technique. To 
be more lucid : Exercise practice is not invariably found 
to lead to the desired and expected result—executive 
power. u a-A',:,; - . . • 
Perhaps it would not prove uninteresting to inquire into 
this sa!!»r 
The practice of technical exercises lias, as it, appears 
at first sight, two ends in view, the attainment of facility 
in .‘.‘-execution in general,” and facility in the “ exe¬ 
cution in particular” of some passage form often occur¬ 
ring in music, such as the scale, arpeggio, etc. These 
only apparently separable aims, however, ultimately 
merge into one, and this aim is the acquirement of 
“ technique.” Now the student (and artist) does 
certainly, in.the first place, require executive facility, for 
without this how can he even attempt the interpretation 
of any musical work?. But quite outside Technique lies 
the vast domain of artistic taste. This is only to be 
conquered by the intimate study of music itself, and by 
hearing the interpretation of its great works 'hj musi¬ 
cians, who at least are experienced, if not great artists. 
“ Artistic taste” we must,however, not confound with 
that inborn predilection toward music which this term 
occasionally signifiesv Inherited predilection (leading 
to effortless concentration of mind) renders its possessor 
quick in arriving at that discrimination between good 
and bad effects from which results good judgment with 
regard to musical expression. 
Technique, besides that side of it previously alluded 
to—the correct production of tone and the correct pro¬ 
duction of the notes, which involves perfect control over 
the muscles of the mind—has another side, which seems 
more immediately a mental than a muscular problem, 
and this is the mechanism of expression, which compre¬ 
hends knowledge of the various means employed, such 
as variations of tone, of rhythm, of legato, etc., and their 
correct application, which together make up musical 
elocution. 
Ultimately, however, all that which, lies outside the 
department of “ taste ” resolves itself into mental control 
over the muscular apparatus—mental individualization 
of each set of muscles. This, constantly borne in mind, 
will induce the practice of techniques to lead with 
certainty to the end in view. 
And if it applies to the practice of exercises, it applies 
• equally to all practice whatsoever. In fact, it forms the 
difference between practice and non practice. Real 
practice is that which tends toward increasing the power 
of the brain over thg fingers—tends to strengthen the 
memory of those mental impressions which accompany 
each separate muscular motion. 
By merely “ playing through ” magic the musical taste 
may be improved, and a desire may be awakened to 
carry its dictates out, but not at all necessarily will muscle- 
command always follow. The technique can only he 
improved by the amount of mind-concentration bestowed 
upon it. 
* The whole secret of successful muscle-training may 
then be said to lie in the memorizing of those mental 
efforts from which the desired movements originate, and 
also in remembering the sensations accompanying each 
particular movement. 
Hence the necessity of practicing “ techniques,” which, 
possessing no musical interest, are less likely to distract 
the attention from the points that are to be mastered. 
Hence also the absolute -necessity.of slow practice. A 
passage, to be played or remembered, must be thought. 
A succession of muscular movements having to take 
place, the problem is how to store in the memory that 
train of mental efforts which shall cause it to,occur cor¬ 
rectly. And in this connection it will be well to remem¬ 
ber that though “ thought ” is proverbially rapid in its 
seqaencefc, yet it nevertheless takes up time; nerve- 
force indeed traveling bjit at a snail’s pace when com¬ 
pared to the rate of progression of other more direct 
modesj>f “energy in a state of motion.” 
A word remains to be said on the phenomenon of so- 
called “natural execution.” Endowment of this sort 
is unfortunately not at all invariably found to be con¬ 
comitant with a natural determination toward music, 
without which latter inheritance certainly none shonld 
apply at the portals of St. Cecilia’s edifice. Those gifted 
with this natural execution are able to give the requisite 
“ concentration ” without mnch conscious effort, and as 
every application of “will power” means so'much 
expenditure of vital energy, these favored ones mani¬ 
festly here begin with a great advantage on their side. 
Bat those less fortunate in this particular respect must 
therefore, try to make up for 'this deficiency in natural 
determination by endeavoring to induce it artificially • 
by deliberately forcing their attention, by applying their 
will power to its utmost extent, until they at last succeed 
in thinking the fingers-, this intimate connection between 
brain and fingers, becoming more and more easy the 
longer it is persevered in, at last resolves into a habit, 
■becomes almost'as unconscious as in the case of the 
\ ■ 
inherited talent,. the results' brought about by means 
of this artificially-formed habit indeed-often rivaling, 
and even surpassing, those obtained from the natural one ; 
for those who m easily can. succeed its doing something,, 
nevertheless labor under the really enormous disadvan¬ 
tage of not being at the very outset compelled to train 
their powers of deliberate and persistent attention. For 
without the all-powerful and all-vanquishing habit of 
perseverance, certainly nothing worth the doing can be. 
accomplished; without it even the most splendid endow¬ 
ments must run to waste.—The Overture. ■ . 
PUBLISHES S NOTES. 
This month we have several announcements to make 
which are of unusual interest to teachers of pianoforte 
playing It cm-, be m he aim of the publisher of The 
ETUDEf-from tie beginning of his career, to put forth 
works of enduring value in the educational line, and the 
growth of the business bits been in this direction. ' 
We have first of all to announce that the selection of 
the studies of Stephen Heller is now in the process 
of prepara For q number oi Jars e have 
ha * this object it vie n i nd hav ^ 1t last e sen oui way to 
the consummation of the work. The studies will be 
taken from Op. 46, 46 and 47, there will be about thirty- 
five in all, and will be published in one book; they will 
be arranged in progressive order. The work of" editing 
will be done by quite a number of the most prominent 
pianoforte teachers of the country, among them such men 
as A. R. Parsons, Edward Baxter Perry, Arthur Foote, 
John S. Van.Cleve, C. B. Cady, etc.: each one will do a 
distinct work on the selection: thus, Arthur Foote will 
do the pedaling, A. R. Parsons the phrasing, another 
one will do the fingering and the metronome marks ; the 
rest will do the annotating. Each of the 6tudeB will have 
a name, and a description will be given in connection 
with every study. We aim to make this work a model 
of editing. The engraving, paper, printing, will be of 
the highest order. Teachers can look for something ex¬ 
ceptional in this work. ... 
We will offer the work as we usually do, to those 
sending Cash in advance, at about- the cost of printing 
and paper. We are now ready to receive orders from 
teachers, which will be filled as soon as the work is pub¬ 
lished. 
Ohr special offer is this. We will send the work post¬ 
paid td any one sending us cash in advance, for 40 cents. 
Every teacher can- use at least half a dozen copies of 
this work during' the season. Send along your orders. 
We have had in the coarse of preparation a new work 
by W. S. B. Mathews. and we are pleased to announce 
that the manuscript of the work is completed and in the 
hands of the engraver. The work will serve as an intro¬ 
duction to the Study of Phrasing by the same author. 
It will be a collection of choice pieces that are selected 
for their nnnsnal merit; there are thirty-four pieces in 
all, and not any of them will occupy over two pages in 
length. Here are some of the names of the pieces 
selected: Romance, Reinecke; Pleasant Ride, Lichner; 
Soldier’s March. Schumann; Jolly Huntsman, Merkel; 
Sunday, by Gurlitt, and quite a number of pieces by 
Rheihhold, Gaurhos, Spindler, Baumfelder, Kullak, etc., 
There • will be an introduction on the object and the 
manner of using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form, 
Phrasing, What Is it to Play with Expression, etc. The 
work is called “First Lessons in Phrasing.” From the 
reputation of the author and, with this description, we 
can readily see that the work is one of unusual value. 
The advertisement in" another part of the journal will 
give additional information regarding the work. 
We will make the same offer on this work, as we have 
done with all the rest, to those sending cash in advance. 
We will send the work to any one who will send us 40 
cents in advance of publication. 
We hold the privilege of closing this offer abany time. 
We made mention in our last issue of a proposed trip 
to Europe. We have issued a circular, offering teachers 
a special discount on all music purchased in Europe, in¬ 
cluding metronomes at $2.80. The music will not be 
delivered until about September first, in time for the fall 
teaching, it is an evident advantage to place a consider¬ 
able order, now. 
Send to us for a circular and other information, which 
will be sent on application. 
By the advertisement in another part of this journal, 
the readers ofJTHE-Etude are informed that the unpub¬ 
lished works of the late Dr. Carl Merz will Boon' be 
placed upon the market. He, as many are aware, de¬ 
voted his best energies to the lecture field; he has written 
in all forty-four lectures which have never appeared in 
print. We will publish as a serial a few of these ; we 
will begin with the one called “ Genius.” The titles of 
some of these lectures may be of interest to the readers 
of The Etude—Head ana Heart, Woman and Music, 
The Beautiful Music of Nature, Sanctity of Music, Ad¬ 
vice to Students, Imagination and Expression—with 
qnite a number of great composers, such as Mozart, 
Haydn, Beethoven, Chopin, etc. The profits of the* 
work will go ts !?ia widow. The work in itself will be 
one of the most valuable to musical literature. The 
price placed for the book ia exceedingly low, aa it will 
contain between three and four, hundred large pages. 
There will be no deduction made on this worlt, on ac¬ 
count of the object for which it is published. We are now 
ready to book orders to any of our readers for $1.50. 
—The editor and^publisher hope that the advance sub¬ 
scribers to. “ Mathews’ Twenty Lessons to a Beginner ” 
will exercise the grace of patience as far as possible. 
The preparation of the work hqs been delayed in conse- tuence of the introduction of several novel ideas, which 
id not at first assume a satisfactory form. The work is 
now almost entirely ready, and the advance jopies will 
probably be mailed before the next issue of the Etude. 
However, up to June 1st, we will send the work to all 
sending in advance °60 cents in cash. This includes 
postage. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” is highly appreciated. 
Nothing in this line has pleased me better. 
Ida L. MoWhortor, 
Ithaca, N. 7. 
Esteemed Sir:—We have carefully examined “ Touch 
and Technic,” and give it our hearty approval. While 
recognizing its many admirable features, we cheerfully 
recommend it to all musicians. 
Sisters of St. Joseph. 
.The Etude has become a necessity with me, and it ia 
with growing interest that I have noticed its steady im¬ 
provement. Yours in the work, 
F. D. Baars. 
‘ I find “Lessons in Musical History,” by J. C. Fill¬ 
more, just what.I.was wanting for my pupils. I think, 
as a text-book, it is admirable, and supplies a long-felt 
need among students and teachers of music. I shall 
endeavor to encourage its use as far as I am able. 
Yours respectfully, Mrs. B. F. D. Hazzen, 
Mt. Carroll (111.) College. 
„ Milwaukee, Wis., March 8th, 1890. 
J. H. Howe, Esq. :— 
Dear Sir:—You ask mjr opinion of your “ Pianoforte 
Instructor,” a copy of which you have kindly forwarded 
to me. I have no hesitation in stating that I consider 
it one of the best works of its kind I have ever seen. It 
contains an enormous amount of valuable information, 
which is so clearly expressed that it must be intelligible 
to all. In the course of progressive instruction provided, 
it is in all respects admirable. Wishing you all the suc¬ 
cess you have earned by your well-directed effort, 
I am yours truly, Frederic Archer. 
Baltimore, Md., Feb. 2d, 1890. 
Mr. Howe:— 
Dear Sir:—Having examined your “Pianoforte In¬ 
structor,” I take pleasure in praising and recommending 
it very warmly. I find your work comprehensive, clear, 
useful and very valuable to teachers and students. 
Yours truly, . Richard Burheister. 
Chicago, III., April 12th, 1890. 
Dear Mr. Howe:—Not only have I recommended 
your “Instructor” to my students and at Chautauqua, but 
I am now using it with my little daughter. 
William H. Sherwood. 
. I am delighted with The Etude, and think one can 
keep abreast of the musical times better byits help than 
that of any musical journal I have seen. I never- im¬ 
agined one could get as much good out of so small an 
investment. = E. L. Cole. - 
I have used in school fifty-four of Mason’s “Touch 
and Technic,” and they have produced the best possible 
effect. H. E; Corbin. 
New York City. 
Mr^JPresser:—The two-finger exercises, by Mason, at 
hand. Had used them for a number of years and was 
delighted that they should appear iri print. I consider 
these exercises alike indispensable to teachers and all 
students of mnsic, and am satisfied that they never can 
have a rival, or become' obsolete. Am glad to furnish 
you with this statement, and .shall-want you to keep met 
supplied from time to time. Nettie L. Pratt. 
It is indeed a pleasure to deal with you. I can order 
anything and be sure it will come to hand. It is almost 
a mystery to me how you manage to get correct sense 
ont of some of my orders, made up and written in three 
minutes. I certainly appreciate your keeping such smart 
clerks, and their kindness in deciphering my wants. 
S. A Wolff, 
Gaston College, N. C. 
Please send me twelve more copies of Mason’s “ Touch 
and Technic.” I find my pupils much interested in its 
-■ - - • .Ridley-Prentice. . novel methods. 
Questions anfl ^nsweijs. 
Qdes.—I have three copies of part of Mozart’s 
Sonatas: 1, A 4 hd., of “ Peters’ Edition” l,A2hd.,of 
“ Collection Litolff ” § 1, Aa edition ©f Lebert. In each 
number theirs/ Ss marked Sonata 1st, bat no two son¬ 
atas are the same. The “ Thematic Index of Collection 
Litolff” gives as Sonata 15, the same as Lebert gives as 
No. 1. The sonata in each book is in C major, but there 
the resemblance ends. Can you explain ? F. H. 
Ans.—There is no correspondence between the editions 
of any of the earlier masters before Beethoven. What 
makes it more confusing is that in those times they did 
not have opus numbers. Andre, the publisher, has 
affixed opus numbers to Mozart’s works, but they are 
not adhered to by other publishers. Each publisher 
arranges his selection to suit his convenience. ■ Perhaps 
as they are finished by the person who has charge of the. 
editing th > i r may L i ic e .< ent to 
have a certain order, so. that each comes on the -top-of 
.the page. One thing, in ordering “Mozart separate 
sonatas,” always give the edition you mean. To order 
Mozart,sonata in F vfill no do There arc sc feral ir- 
F. But to mention the same as No. 1, in “ Peters’ Edi¬ 
tion,” then.all is clear to.the .order clerk, • ; 
Ques.—Will you please tell me what work on Harmony 
is the most comprehensive for beginners ? In mv own 
Btudies I use.“Richter’s Manual of Harmony,” and 
“ Marx’s Musical Composition.” Do you advise me to 
recommend these to my pupils, or are any recent publi¬ 
cations better ? . 1 
2. Can ydu tell me who is the author of an instru-1 
mental piece entitled, “The Brook”? The right hand 
plays runs of the seventh, I think, in imitation of the 
brook, while the left hand plays a sad, sweet melody. It 
is written in the keys of A flat major and its relative 
minor. 
3. When the notes which are tied have each the sepa¬ 
rate syllable of a word, should the first note only be 
played? m. s. j. 
Ans.—1. Both the books you mention are excellent 
text-books, but not very well adapted to American stu- 
. dents. There are a few American works that I am con¬ 
fident you will find more satisfactory: “Howard’s 
Course in Harmony,” “Emery’s Elements of Har¬ 
mony,” “Clark’s Manual of Harmony ” and “ W6is- 
mann’s Harmony as adapted by E. M. Bowman.” 
2. I think you have reference to the piece called 
“ Brook,” by Pape. 
8. Taste must decide, depending onj length of notes, 
also the height, whether played on piano or organ. 
Generally it makes little difference how they are played. 
" It often betrays the novice to find the piano following 
rigidly the voice parts. 
Ques.—Will you suggest a work to follow Kuhlau’s 
Sonatinas, music that will be enjoyable as well as im- f>roving? I wish it for a pupil who has never shown a 
iking for music, yet seems to have ability. g. s. r. 
Ans.—All teachers have more or less pupils of this 
class. First, in all technical work give such exercises 
as demand close thinking, such as, Mason’s Touch and 
Technic, and his System of Accent Scales and Arpeg¬ 
gios. I would not give such a pupil the 6tudes of Czerny 
and his school of Dry-as-bones-writers. I would give this 
pupil Heller’s Op. 125 (Boosejf edition, No. 128, price 
60 cents). These are delightfully musical, and are easier 
than his Op. 47. This beautiful set of pieces are too 
much neglected. First give her, No. 13, followed by, 
Nos,. 12,1, 2, 3, 5,6, 7,9,10,15,18,-21 and 23., Then try 
Mathews’ Phrasing; meantime, give her pleasing pieces 
of Lange, etc. - C. W. L. 
Ques. 1.—When teaching a pupil to play from the 
knuckle joints, are the knuckle joints to be kept down? 
I have some pupils who try to keep them down, but they 
have a hard and stiff touch. 
2. How do you count the scales, playing two notes to 
three, and three notes to four ? 
8. What are the best books on Counterpoint, Fofm, 
Acoustics and Terminology ? M. s. 
Ahb. 1.—Don’t teach them to play from the knuckle 
joints. Stiffness, slowness, and wholesale bungling is 
the sure result of this method, except in rare cases. I 
have run the whole gauntlet of systems, and now feel 
devoutly thankful every day, that Music, “ Heavenly 
Muse,” sent hdf Prophet, Wm. Mason, to teach the best 
way. Try Mason’s Touch and Technic and be con¬ 
vinced, and thus deliver your pupils from an inevitable 
failure. 
■■ 2., I would not give■■ much time to seal® playing in'-that': 
way, but a little of it is good. : Count six, two counts to 
each triplet note, which will give three counts to each 
eighth note. The other form, is much the same, count 
twelve, four counts to each triplet note, and three to each 
sixteenth note. But this comes. after a time without 
such minute counting. -The innate feeling for rhythm 
will control and divide them correctly. 
8. See answer to !i T,” next column C. W. L. 
Ques. 1.—In Mason’s Touch and Technic, Nos. 28 to 
33, I find -’li' slurs < jvering one or tw j measures. Ai , 
thes< utr.r' intended to epresent * rfect Legate oi $ 
y to S' 1 rokeninto t pas ages, it Nos. ■> or > i ’ 
2. In Mason’ Pianoforte * chnics page 9' ’ finds 
time call I Sextupli Measure, and in his 1 7 ut i and 
Technic” I find £ time called “Compound Triple 
Measure,” and in another work, by a different author, I 
find the same tin e < lied a in 1 < ich and Te hni< ; ! 
find myself thinking Mason’s Pianoforte Technics right. 
Why need we have so many contrary directions for doing 
one nipple.thing? f. h. 
Ans. 1.—Yes. 
2. There are two kinds of simple or primary time. 
All others are .compounded from these two (confounded 
more often). These are, two pulse and three pulse 
measure., £ time is made by putting two of the two 
pnlse measures into one, and f time, by making two 
three pulse measures into one. £ time, by patting three 
of the three pnlse measures into one, etc. All kinds of 
time have an accent on the first count, and when com¬ 
pounded, the accent remains as it was before being put 
into the combined measure, except, that it is lessened 
when it falls on the middle or any other part of the 
measure, than on the firstcount. The longer the measures, 
that is, the more compounded, the more marked and 
sweeping the accents on the first counts. Sure enough, 
why need we have so many names for the same thing, 
and moreover, why should the same name mean so many 
different things? One of the strongest Committees of 
the M. T. N. A., are trying to solve this riddle for the 
young and rising generation of musie-qmpils. Mean¬ 
time, let the teachers follow the best usage in these dis¬ 
puted and muddied things. C. W. L. 
Ques. 1.—What is the difference between these two 
measures ? 
I find them in 2me. Rhapsodie Hongroise, by Liszt; the 
Sist and 62d measures. In the 61st measure they are 
a tremolo of half notes, but in the 52d measure they 
are quarter notes, in two groups. 
Ques. 2.—I wish help in understanding metronome 
marks? In Chopin’s Valse (Peter’s Edition), No. 11, 
Op. Posthume, 70; No.^l, the time is marked, Molto 
vivace, and the metronome (^.=88.). In the second 
movement of the same piece, it is marked, Meno moso, 
(J=96.). R. M. B. 
Ans 1.—Many good teachers do not know that the rule 
for writing is, to let no “ bar of continuation ” go beyond 
the desired accent, that is, the groups of notes are sepa¬ 
rated at-fche point pf desired accent-, thus indicating that 
the first note of the next group muBt receive an accent. 
It will be seen that this rule applies to the above example. 
Ans. 2.—The first time words mean, very lively. There¬ 
fore, you are to play a measure at the indicated tempo, 
which is, 88 measures to a minute, or 264 quarter notes 
to a minute. But the next time words mean, less 
motion, slower, and the metronome mark indicates 96 
quarter notes to the measure. This is a very much 
slower time than the first movement. C. W. L. 
Ques.—In Howard’s Course in Harmony, T learned 
that the 0 clef placed on the lower line is the soprano 
clef; on the third line, the alto clef; and on the fourth 
line, the tenor clef. What does it indicate when placed 
on the third space ? . e. g. n. 
Ans.—There will be no confusion about the C clef if it 
is always remembered1 that it indicates “Middle C”, 
wherever it is placed.; Its modern and American use is 
to indicate the tenor staff, and it is placed oil the third 
space. This makes the notes of this staff read as if it 
were the Gclef, except that they are an octave lower. 
C. W. L 
Ques.—Will you please give me the titles ofa few good 
concert pieces far pupils who already play, among others, 
the following: Liszt’s Rigoletto; Ruff’s Polka de 
Reine, La Filease, and Cachuca.; Beethoven's Sonata 
Pathetique and Moonlight Sonata; Chopin’s Walizes 
and Nocturnes; Liszt’s Faust Valse, etc., etc. ■ Lottie. 
Ans.— £ma. Scherzo 5 La Steluzza (The Star;) Scherzo 
from 2me. symphony, by Chevalier A. De Eontski; 
Satellit- bj Alden Ir . 1 I ipill C I ■ allee; 
March le Concert Op 91 > Raff; station 
to 'the Dance, Weber-Tausig; Elfenspiel, Op. 7. Hey- 
man; Florence Grand Concert Valse Brilliante, Emil 
Leiblin I lazell * 1 Militair Bchn- 
bert-Tausig; Royal Gaelic March, E. S. Kelly-W. H. 
Sherwood; Polonaise' in E major, Liszt; ■ Dei Lorelei, 
E. B. Perry; Wedding March, Mendelssohn-Liszt; 
Chanson Hongroise, A. Dupont ; Danse Des Sorcieres, 
Paganini-De Kontski; Novellette, Op. 99. No. 9, Schu¬ 
mann ; Babbling Spring, Rive King; Valse Caprice in 
E flat; Rubinstein; 2me. Valse De Concert, J. Weini- 
awski; Ballet Music, No. 4. Op. 44, G. Hille; Alceste, 
de Gluck, Saint Saens-Mason; Polonaise in D major, 
Op. 2, Schumann; Allegretto Scherzando, E. Haber- 
bier. These are all fine pieces, and are such as will 
please the cultivated audience or those who love music 
but could not enjoy a fugne. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Will you tell me if a good method of elocution, 
as Dr. Rush’s, will injure in any way the singiug voice? 
o. L. H. 
Ans.—No; not if yon use the voice easily and correctly® 
It is not altogether in the method, but, in how you use 
your voice. One of the great essentials in voice culture 
is, to sing easy, and heartily, not loud, but in an easy- 
go-itself-way. Use your voice as if it was a pleasure and 
not a task Avoid three things. T60 loud, too long at 
a time, and the extremes of pitch. C. W. L. 
Ques. 1.—Is there a regular course in the Theory of 
Music that one can study to prepare for the examinations 
of the American College of Musicians? 
Ques. 2.—Are the names given to Mendelssohn’s Songs 
Without Words, authentic? t. 
Ans. 1.—The Examiners allow the students to use any 
of the Standard Text-books. Write Mr. Robert Bon¬ 
ner, 60 Williams Street, Providence, R. I., for full in¬ 
formation, inclosing stamp. 
Ans. 2.—The names to Mendelssohn’s Songs Without 
Words, were given by some publisher. Mendelssohn did 
not name them himself, except a few. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Gan you tell me of a book that will give me the 
information to answer the questions of the recent exami¬ 
nation of the American College of Musicians? I have 
studied music under an eminent teacher. 
A Subscriber. 
Ans.—There is no one book that will do it. For the 
questions in harmony, “A Course in Harmc y,” 
Howard, or, Weitzmann's Theory, edited by E. M. B„ v- 
man. For the historical questions, “ Lessons in Musical 
History,” by J. C. Fillmore, and “ History of Piano¬ 
forte Music,” by the same author. Questions on analy¬ 
sis, “Howto Understand Music,” by W. S. B, Mathews, 
and ilThe Musician ” in six small volumes, by R. Pren¬ 
tice. For questions on counterpoint,—“ Counterpoint 
and Canon,” by E. E. Ayres. Some of the questions 
should be looked up from Grove’s Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians. C. W. L. 
Ques. 1.—Will yon give me information concerning the 
rendering of Liszt’s Rhapsodie, die Hongroise, No. 2? 
Is there an edition with notes, and where can it be ob¬ 
tained? 
Ques. 2.—Do you know of a first-class teacher who 
could give mejessons in piano and harmony by mail ? 
Ans. 1.—To answer the first part of this question fully, 
would take a page or more of the Etude, therefore, we 
cannot give it the necessary space. We hope to get ont 
an edition of this piece with full notes, by one of our 
leading concert pianists, at no distant day. 
Ans. 2.—When the phonograph is perfected and in 
general use, then you can take lessons on the piano by 
mail. See article on this subject, in receot^number of 
the Etude, by E. B. Perry. But Harmony can be,^and 
ia successfully taught by mail. See advertising columns 
of the Etude. C. W. L. 
Ques.—What edition of Beethoven’s Sonatas is the 
best? A Subscriber. 
Ans.—Dr. Hugo Riemann, has given the world the best 
edition of Beethoven, bat a superior one to most editions 
that can be had, with the notes translated into English, 
is the celebrated one of Yon Billow. Peter's editions 
are good, but they have no notes of explanation and 
direction C. Vi . L. 
AMERICAN COLLEGE OP MUSICIANS 
The fifth Annual Examination will be held at the 
University of the City of New York, University Place, 
on Tuesday, June 24th, commencing with the Theoretic 
Examination. There will 'be two sessions daily, and the 
papers will be given out as follows:— 
Tuesday, 9 to 12 a. m.—Harmony. 3 to 6 ?. m.— 
Counterpoint. 
- Wednesday, 9 to 12 A, M.—Special Theoretic paper in 
mnecti n with th Instrumental and ; cal Examina 
ti0h.’;.l34o;6;P."M.-r-Terminology and'Aeoastics."',;!:'!!:!'" 
Thursday 9 to 12 a.m.—Musical Form. 8 to 6 p. m.— 
History. 
The Demonstrative Examinations in the different 
branches mil commence on Friday morning at 9 o’ clock, 
and will continue until all the Candidates are examined. 
The Officers of the College for the year are:—■ 
E. M. Bowman, Pres. S. B. Whitney and J. C. Fill¬ 
more Vice-Prests. Robt. Bonner, Sec. and Treas. 
The Board of Examiners are:—Piano—Dr. Wm. 
Mason, Wm. H. Sherwood, A. R. Parsons. Organ— 
S. P. Warren, S. B. Whitney, G. E. Whiting. Voice— 
Madame Luisa Cappiani, J. H. Wheeler, F. W. Root. 
Violin—J. H. Beck, S. E. Jacobsohn, G. Dannreuther. 
Public Schools—W. F. Heath, N. Coe Stewart, Wm. 
H. Dana. Theory—E. M. Bowman, W. W. Gilchrist, 
Dudley Buck. 
Intending candidates are requested to bear in mind 
that their applications and fees for examination must 
be sent to the Secretary before June 15th. Copies of the 
Prospectus and Examination Papers for 1887, ’88, and 
’89 can be obtained from the Secretaiy, Robt. Bonner^ 
60 Williams St., Providence, R. I. 
HOW CAN THE INDIVIDUALITY OP THU 
MUSICAL PROFESSION BE RAISED 
TO A HIGHER LEVEL ? 
E. A. SMITH. 
‘ Evert person has an individuality in everything he 
does. Unconscious it may be, but existing still. Every 
profession has its individuality and stamps itself, not 
alone upon one member of it, but, as a necessity, upon, 
the whole. It may be in mind, manner or dress, but 
there it is. You need not to be told that a conference 
of ministers is being held in yonder building; you know 
thfey are ministers by their appearance and general bear¬ 
ing. It is not a difficult matter to recognize the medical 
fraternity, for their business has left its impress. Lawyers 
and business men also share in the marking of profes¬ 
sional individuality. Characteristics are indelible, and 
affect the individuality of all, with only an occasional 
exception,-chiefly noted in the line of peculiarity. 
Now, if every profession has its distinguishing mark, 
what shall be said of the musical profession ? 
J. once heard an intelligent physician speak of attend¬ 
ing a convention in which were assembled the leading 
musicians from all parts of the country. His impression 
of them was “that they were a nervous, high strung, 
sensitive and emotional, people.” A leading lawyer told 
me “that he considered musicians, as a whole, to be men 
of oneVdea, who know but little outside their own pro¬ 
fession,” thereby narrowing greatly their ideas and" 
mental powers. A banker says, “ they are unbusiness¬ 
like^ they fail to meet engagements promptly, and finan¬ 
cially rate very low.” Now whether these opinions are 
wholly correct, not all will agree; that they are the truth 
in part, and a general bird’s-eye view of the profession 
as a whole, by those * ide of it, few will deny. I am 
finding fault with no one in particular, but lament that 
the condition of things brings us to no higher a level. 
If we do not' compare favorably with men in other pro¬ 
fessions and deliberative bodies, and have not the bear¬ 
ing of an educated people with broad and commanding 
ideas, and if, as a whole, the representatives of the 
art (not the art itself) are. looked down upon by 
men who have no ^special interest in it, we may after 
all, be entitled,to it, and can blame no one but ourselves. 
Here is an apt illustration, that came to my notice not 
many weeks since, and which was the principal thing 
that prompted the writing of this article. 
One of Sis leading bands gave & series of concerts that 
I had the pleasure of attending. The music was excel¬ 
lent, but what of the men who composed the organiza¬ 
tion? Take toy word for it, their appearance was very 
much below par, and their conduct, manners and con¬ 
versation were in perfect harmony with their appearance. 
I endeavored to learn of their habits by personal. ac¬ 
quaintance and observation; the reports of their debauch¬ 
ery and ’ the low moral tone of their conversation were 
fully confirmed by this acquaintance. I know of others 
who ilso a hie A’ a -4 « ieived similar ii pres ions 
Indeed, one of my pupils, a bright, intelligent girl, in¬ 
quired of me the next day, “how it was, that music 
haw :sg a efinini influence < * bo divinely pi yed 
by such a bad set of men.” The only answer I could 
make was, “ that if they had never known the influence 
of good music, they would no doubt have been tramps.” 
In my heart I was ashamed of such representatives of so 
high an art? 
I venture the suggestion that the opinion of this pupil 
was only one out of many, and that it was formed 
largely by the appearance alone of the players. Do you 
uow say there is but little in appearance or individuality ? 
Well, stick to it, and be convinced only when you are so 
totally depraved that reform is well nigh impossible. 
Only one musical organization has been mentioned, 
bat suppose you take a look at other musical organiza¬ 
tions in the country, where the members have only 
music for a business. Are they to be compared with 
men in the high professions ? Yes, but only as a candle 
to a star. Certain teachers and soloists may object to 
being classed with these I have mentioned, but they are 
| classed with them as a profession, and all their asser¬ 
tions to the contrary are not convincing. 
What is the remedy ? It lies, in a large measure, in a 
liberal education, and conservatories are recognizing this 
fact; many of them will not issue diplomas until a speci¬ 
fied course in other studies has been completed, and this 
is eminently a wise step in the right direction. There is 
no use talking and poohing; before the musical profes¬ 
sion can attain a higher level, they must be able to speak 
of topics and things outside the realm of music. To do 
this well what is more essential than a good education ? 
Artists who lack it are always taken at a disadvantage in 
fields outside their own special work; without it one 
narrows down to a groove so fine that self balance is im¬ 
possible ; without it, one must be endowed with great 
natural gifts, if they ever rise above the common place. 
It is not alone a few bright intellects that stamp the 
whole, but it is the masses. .The nation is strong only 
so far as it has strength in i?& weakest part, and that 
part is ofttimes the predominating element, the masses. 
One man cannot alone work out the result. The forward 
move must be along the whole line musically, intellect¬ 
ually and morally. Will you be one to make it ? 
- NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
Theo. Presser, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Grade IV. 
No. 965, “ 20 Studies for the Pianoforte,” Book I, 
_by Anton Streletzki. Op. 100 ..... 1.25 
A series of meritorious exercises, adapted to young 
students, and utilizing a variety of keys, major and 
minor, but no further removes from the normal than 
three sharps. There are also a good many forms of 
rhythmical structure, and the Btudent is famijiarized 
with many of the"modern dance forms, such as the 
waltz, saltarello, etc., the little pieces being cast in a 
variety of moulds. 
1 Grade IV. 
No. 931. “ Album Leaf,” bv Grieg. Edited by J. 
C. Fillmore. Op. 12, No. 7.. .25 
A quaint little piece with a strong Scandinavia*^, cci or, 
and illustrating the modern taste for the wild flowers of 
mnsic, which grow in the remote nooks of national life. 
It is judiciously edited and annotated by J. C. Fillmore, 
a musician who gives the stamp of scholarship to ali 
that he touches. 
Grade III. 
No. 966. “ Mazurka Impromptu,” by Russell 
Miller .. . ......... .... ... ...... ... ... .. .60 
A lovely composition, containing both noble, harmo¬ 
nies and graceful melodies. AIbo an excellent study of 
double - n th i • , hand 
Grade III. 
No. 954. “La Petite Etoile-Gavotte,” by F. Nor¬ 
man Adams. Op. 21...30 
A noble composition, standing in D and G major, pre¬ 
senting a series of interesting harmonies and bits of clear 
counts;; 
Grade IV. 
No. 96 rie at the Piar b il o G. 
Smith. Op. 43, No. 3..60 
A beautiful composition, in the free style, with con¬ 
tinuous melody ana rhythmical flow in the accompani¬ 
ment, of moderate difficulty. 
Grade VI. 
No, 942. “Prelude,” in D flat, by Chopin. Op. 
28, No. 16. Edited and annotated by W. S. B. 
Mathews............................... .30 
This celebrated Prelude, about which the romantic 
story is told and which is so picturesque and suggestive 
to the imagination, has been fingered and annotated by 
W. S.; B. Mathews, and anything more lucid and help¬ 
fully suggestive, especially toward the technical and 
strictly musical Bide of the interpretation, cannot be de¬ 
sired. 
Grade IV. 
No. 934. Schubert’s “Erl King,” transcribed by 
Heller. Revised and.fingered by Karl Klauser, .60 
Schubert’s immortal song, the most powerful dramatic 
ballad in existence, is, by the judicious editing of Mr. 
Elauser, put within the reach of players of medium ad¬ 
vancement. The melody and simnltaneous short arpeg- 
gios~~bf the right hand, whenever they exceed an octave, 
admit of the pedal, and a feature of great value is the 
marking of the different characters, father, child, Erl 
king, when they enter. 
Grade I. 
No. 935. “ Primary Piano Instructor,” by R. Gold- 
beck....777.. 1.00 
One of the best works to start a pupil. It is in sheet 
form with only 24 pages. 
THE RAIP CLUB IN NEW YORE:. 
Ip the emiennt Professor, Herr Oscar Raif, of the 
Koniglichen Hoch Schule, in Berlin, can be moved by 
the enthusiasm of his pupils, and especially of this zeal¬ 
ous club of them in New York City, he may, indeed, 
be reckoned as the happiest of modern pianoforte 
teachers. For some years his fame has been growing, 
especially with the serious students who propose to teach. 
But, as Herr Raif insists that all good musicians should 
teach, the result is, that by sheer inspiration, the Raif 
students become instructors. 
The Raif Club, of New York City, is composed of 
twenty-five or thirty members, nearly all engaged in 
active and successful teaching, either in the metropolis 
or suburbs. It was formed at the beginning of the 
present year, and has met monthly, at the homes of the 
members. The last meeting took place at the residence 
of Miss Klamroth, 133 East Forty-sixth street, New 
York City, Thursday evening, April 3d. The Club as¬ 
sembled more especially to meet, and hear the playing 
of, the Misses Schaefer and Miller, of Ohio. They have 
just returned from Berlin, after some-years of study with 
Raif, and bring the same enthusiasm so marked in all - 
the Raif pupils. _ 
The novel feature of the evening was the playing ot 
Schumann’s “Toccata,” arranged by Raif, for two 
pianos, and as the ‘Toccata ” (writtenTas it is for one- 
piano) is rarely played except by a Tausig, the occasion 
was a memorable one for the club.- The process. .of 
dividing equally the execution of the “Toccata” is 
certainly unique and interesting. The first piano takes 
the treble with two hands, and the second piano the bass, 
with the same[ division, though it must be understood 
that the left and right hands, in both cases, are each 
engaged on component parts, and are not duplicating 
each other.- The treble, aB well as the bass, is ingeni¬ 
ously divided between the two hands. The effect is most 
successful; intensifying Schumann’s original thought, 
and giving scope for tne broadest development of the 
“ Toccata.” The etudes, of Chopin, Op. 2, No. 10 ; 
Op. 10, No. 10, together with numbers from other com¬ 
posers, were given with the same brilliant effects. 
Among the Raif pupilB present may be mentioned Mrs. 
Bishop Whitman, Miss Lucie Mawson, the Misses Fuller, 
the Misses Eilinwood, Miss Smith, Miss Chamberlain, 
Miss Webb, Miss Fowler, Miss Waterman, Mr. Peet, Mr. 
Bfigby, Mi88 Stolbrand, Miss Ferguson; 
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TO THE EABNEST STUDENT AND PLAYEB OP accuracy of the mechanical and rhythmic work. In Thousands of pupils are receiving lessons daily, and 
THE PIANOFOBTE. these particulars, the “Practice Clavier” is so “ dis- to many not a word is being said regarding the*way in 
- tressingly truthful ”—-as a lady pupil of mine expressed which the lessons shall be studied. To some this may 
“Klaviermassig” is a German word, which has no it—that some passages, the execution of which might be not be necessary, but I fear many have not the inclina- 
exact English equivalent. Its meaning is of comprehen- allowed to pass muster on the pianoforte, would not tion or determination, even if they ppssess the necessary 
. sive scope, and includes all things; emotional as well as stand the inexorable test of the Clavier for a moment, ability, to think out a plan of study that shall be adapted 
mechanical, which are intimately connected with the It may be remarked here that the absence of musical tones to their own especial needs. 
nature of the pianoforte, and which grow out of its fi°e8 not increase the drudgery of practice, as might at Very fewjpupils who play the pianoforte can perform 
peculiar manner of construction and its capacity for first be supposed. On the contrary, the conviction on the all parts oftheir lessons equally well. Many have the 
musical effect. A composition forthe instrument is part of the student that the work he is for the moment en- habit of playing the easy parts most, and at times almost 
“klaviermassig,” and thus effective in just the degree in gaged in is being thoroughly well done, and thus certain entirely ignoring the harder difficulties. Some may fail in 
which its construction and manner of writing conforms to produce beneficial results, is sufficient compensation sight reading, some in playing clear-cut scale passages; 
to these foundation principles. for the necessary labor, and even imparts to it a degree to some arpeggios may be a source of distraction; again, 
The pianoforte, by its very nature, depends, in a large °f fascination ; at least this is the writer’s experience. others may find a formidable enemy in the person of 
measure, for its legitimate effects, on passage playing. '■ As, however, before stated, the mechanical should not each little chord tfiat presents itself. 
The reason for this is that it lacks the power of tone pro- be long divorced from the emotional; therefore a practice If the teacher be conscientious, he will show his pupilB 
longation, which is a property of the human voice, as of from fifteen to twenty minutes’ duration on the Clavier how to utilize their time and energy to advantage during 
well as of the violin and other stringed or wind instru- should be immediately ■ followed by about the same practice hours, for upon this, to a large extent, depends 
ments. The passages whichrin the form of scales, amount of practice on the pianoforte, in which, while the success or failure of a pupil as a performer, 
arpeggios and sequences, follow each other in rapid sue- not abating in the least from the mechanical precision of It is not. the lessons taken that count so much in the 
ll  f t  i li t r tri r i i str ¬ 
ts. i t f r f s l s, 
r i s s s, f ll   t r i  r i  s c¬ 
cession, must lie, not awkwardly, but easily under the time an<i rhythm, the main thought should be given to long run, but it is the work done at home that fashions 
fingers, and must be so managed as to admit of the appli- tbe production of a good quality of tone and impressive- him into a player; all the more reason why he should 
cation of the many peculiar shades and varieties of touch “ess and sympathy of touch, as also to the adaptation of have a plan of systematic study. Many pupils take les- 
which are best adapted to produce tones of a beautifully touch to the musical and poetic phrasing, of which the sons, and yet, unfortunately, they never study them to 
musical quality, combined with earnest and deeply sym¬ 
pathetic feeling. The finger training, and practice lead- a mechanical way. times, I fancy, it is with the teacher, 
ing to this perfected result must be regarded from both The “Practice Clavier”, is especially well adapted to Pupils should be taught that constant repetition of 
the mechanical and the emotional sides, and the two the' rapid development of the most desirable results in anything without thought back of it, avails nothing, 
must receive equal and concurrent attention, and never the use of the “ Two-finger exercise,” and here again jIow many there are who have a habit of laboriously 
be separated or divorced from each other, excepting for the Clavier and pianoforte will be best used in close playing some 6tude over and over again, from beginning 
very short periods of time, otherwise the omission and companionship, so that the mind is at one moment to end, constantly making mistakes at certain points of 
neglect of either will almost surely lead to bad results, focused on the mechanical and muscular process and the piece. If the mind were concentrated directly upon 
'■'ft- iSj nevertheless, desirable at times, and especially so accuracy of rhythm, and immediately thereafter, in close the difficult portion or portions before the error is com- 
for musical organizations, to emphasize and give undi- alternation, upon the musical quality of tone and the mitted, many times the work would be done correctly in 
vided attention to the merely mechanical side, even to peculiar effects of varied manners of phrasing, thus com- one-third of the usual time. I think there is just as much 
the temporary exclusion of the emotional. The musical bining the intellectual and the emotional in intimate and danger in playing, some passages too many Times, as 
temperament is so easily enticed and led away by the happy union. there is in playing others too few. 
enlivening pleasure of producing musical effects, that the The two-finger exercise has been aptly likened to the Possibly it might be well to make a formula of prac- 
previous practice on,the Clavier has been the pioneer in advantage. Sometimes the fault is with the pupil; often¬ 
ti ,  f , it i  it  t  t . 
 
e li e i  leas re f r ci  sical effects, t t t  
desire to play almost unconsciously overcomes the reso¬ 
lution to practice. Consequently, if a just account and 
balance is taken at the end of the practice hour, it 
t ere is i  la i  t ers t  fe . 
| i l  it i t  ll t   l    
acorn, which potentially contains the oak, or forest of tice for some or all of your pupils. Of course, you will 
oaks, because, through the application of various kinds readily see that it must, in a sense, be adapted to the 
l i t t t f t r ti r, it of touch, and the manifold and exhaustive action of the needs of each particular pupil, still, in the main, it may 
will too often be found that most of the time has been whole muscular system of hand, wrist and arm, brought be uniform. I am sure that most pupils will do more 
spent in playing throughout the piece in a comparatively into use'thereby, it exercises an influence which is all- and better work if it is classifies for them under distinct 
imperfect manner, instead of practicing-short sections in searching and comprehensive. The “ Practice Clavier” heads. Possibly a teacher may see fit to use these dif¬ 
an earnest and careful way, and trying to perfect each of is an unerring monitor and guide in the best application ferent heads, viz.: technics, scales and arpeggios, Etudes, 
these, first separately and by itself, and afterwards in of this exercise, and the ingenious device, especially pieces, sight reading, to which may be added analysis, 
unbroken and uninterrupted succession. Such a course designed by Mr. Virgil, for the more advantageous prac- history, biography, and if the pupil be very studious, 
of practice as the former, or speaking precisely, such tice of all exercises of a rhythmic character, including practical harmony may be studied in small quantities. 
, !__, . 3 _■ •_. , ....... .U aim tuAn m aa f Vitt TYionna a f ortnAicil annanfa l □ n*»>AO f i Qn nnnaa itia nnnil nrootipB and ntndv t.wfs bonrfl npr loose, inaccurate and imperfect pianoforte strumming, their treatment by means of special accents, is of great Suppose the pupil practice Btudy t o h urs per 
day. Possibly a good arrangement of time would be can never lead to perfected and artistic finish in playing, practical value. . i l rr t f li ld,  
Mr. A. K. Vnrgil’s invention, the “Practice Clavier,” I have always regarded mute keyboards with disfavor, twenty minutes for each of the first five classes; reserving 
seems to me to be peculiarly “ klaviermassig ” in its since they never respond to the attack, nor afford the remaining twenty minutes for the study of one of the 
thoroughly successful adaptation to the mechanical part accurate means of determining the quality of the work, other departments. 
of the work, inasmuch as, for the time being, it removes The Clavier, however, enables one to temporarily banish If, after a week’s study, you find the pupil can do one 
the thought from the exhilarating musical effect and con- the stimulating influence of the pianoforte tones without part of the work much more satisfactorily, t any of 
centrates it on the mechanical and rhythmical effects, suspending the means of defining the rhythm and verify- the others, possibly it would be better to make a different 
Of the two elements of which music, in its last analysis, ing the touch. While personally regretting that the distribution of time. At any rate^ it will show tl e 
consists, viz.: tune and time—fundamental principles invention did not appear long enough ago to have served teacher more clearly of what the pupil is capable." 
equally indispensable—the latter receives altogether too me throughout my musical career, it has, nevertheless, Some teachers may say, 1  do not wish my pnpils to, 
little attention at the'hands of pianoforte students. In- placed me under obligation to its gifted inventor, and I practice by the clock.” 
deed, it is notorious that professional pianists, even of desire to thank him for so valuable a contribution to the Many of them do, however, and those ar< just the oneB 
the highest rank and reputation, are rarely found who pedagogics of an art to which I have devoted so many that should be restricted in their practice t certa 
invariably give full justice to rhythmic effects. This yeSrif'bf a busy life, and to heartily recommend his principles. Some pupils will study the.clock dial more 
often unconscious violation of one of the foundation invention to the intelligent use of every earnest student carefully than their lessons any way, so, if they are thus 
principles of music, leads to hurrying and skurrying, and and player of the pianoforte*- William Mason. inclined, why not have them do it systematically, 
effectually destroys, so far as their playing is concerned, Orange, N. J., April 6th, 1890. I believe if every teacher of the pianoforte would,. so 
the highest and grandest quality in'art, viz., repose'in --- " far as is possible, make their work practical by attending 
action. In a vast number of cases, the matter of strict [For The Etude.] to small details instead of theorizing too m > m 
time-keeping and attention to rhythmic accuracy has THINGS WOBTH TEACHING. better work would be done by their pupils. Further- 
been neglected from the very outset, and whatever there 2 more, I am strongly convinced if every teacher s ows a 
was of embryonic feeling for rhythmic effects in the - pupil how to practice, aey are doing that person a vi 
beginning, instead of receiving the most careful attention How many students of music make the best possible good. _ _ 
and training, has become blunted almost beyond the use of their time during practice hours? In closing, allow me to quote whpt a great musician 
possibility of redemption, by reason of the constant and I once asked a lady teacher how many of her pupils and teacher, lately gone from ns, regar ng 
incessant violation of the laws of rhythm. had the habit of systematizing their practice. After due practice. Mr. Merz says : ‘ ‘ The road to perfection, to 
a  f t  , e er,  t se re j st t  es 
i  . ,  . 
, . , . ,  
_._ - far as is possible, ake'their woTt practicaTby attending 
[ r e t .] to s all details instead f theorizing too uch, ore and 
THINGS OBTH TEACHING. I x 1 _,_j '___...A.* Dkn.i. . 
re, I  str l  c i ce  if e er  t ?, m s  
°‘ il  t  r ti , th  r  i  t t rs   ital 
 
 
l  t     il t , l t l , has rtaid di  
“
From the experience of a few months’ personal trial deliberation she answered, not without much hesitancy, mastership, lies in the direction of constant app ication. 
of the “ Virgil Practice Clavier,” it certainly seems to “ I do not know that a single one has that habit.” As continual rubbing will make the hardest steel smooth, 
me that the invention is bound to exercise a most salu- - Probably among the great number of music students so will faithfulness in practice overcome any tec ni 
tary influence in guarding against and remedying this throughout the U. S., not twenty-five per cent, do system- difficulty.” : i , . 
evil. The ajtention being temporarily diverted from the atic work during the time in whioh-they pretend or un¬ 
musical effect, is directed to, and concentrated on, the agine they are studying or practicing, their lessons. “V"* 
To all practice should be added deep thought 1 
Frederic A. Ltman, •A.QiM. 
THE ELEOTBO-QLAVIEB. thoughtless-or ignorant pupils. By means of electric 
_____ circuits, the manner of playing a scale or arpeggio, for 
example, is absolutely determined. Let us assume the 
a NEW IDEA in PRACTICING piano. pupil hag been instructed by his teacher to finger the 
The following communication is in reply to a letter passage in a perfectly connected (i. e., legato) manner, 
sent the inventor of the new instrument of practice called The question immediately arises how is the pupil to 
the Electro-Clavier, which was introduced by an article know, during his hours of practice, whether his legato, 
in the March issue of The Etude, by W. F. Gates. We or at least, what he thinks is legato, is or is not what it 
fully expected to go to Boston, and make a thorough ought to be. If it iB correct, the more he does of it the 
examination of the invention, but pressing dutieB at home better ; but if it is incorrect, every moment’s practice is 
would not permit. We offer to our readers, instead, this worse than wasted.. At all events, he must wait until the 
admirable communication from the inventor, W. F. Hale, next lesson before a week’s work can be tested. Indeed, 
who can be addressed at the New England Conservatory this simple matter of knowing and performing a perfect 
of Music, Boston:— “ legato ” is one that often requires years to accomplish. 
Mr. Theo. Presser:— With the Electro-Clavier, the pupil sits down at his 
jDear Sir—Yours of recent date came duly to hand, own piano, turns the switch, and the least error will be 
I shall certainly be much pleased to have you come indicated instantaneously, by a strike from the electric 
and give my late invention a critical examination, and bell; while if he plays a true legato,^he bell is absolutely 
will arrange to meet you at any time which may be con- silent. Assuming, now, that he is using the bell circuit 
A NE  IDEA IN PRACTICING PIANO. 
venient to yourself. with the tones of the piano, what is the result? First, it 
I have for many years been deeply interested in the requires his closest attention to keep the bell silent, Bince 
problem of technical work, especially as applied to the he must place each finger in a perfect way; second, the 
pianoforte, and it hap been my good fortune to be in a sounds which the piano is giving forth are those of a per- 
position where I could study the methods and habits of feet legato, and which the ear soon learns to recognize, 
large numbers of musical students in all grades of pro- We thus have, at the start, accomplished three very 
ficiency. important things, i. e., placed the student in a position 
I long ago came to the conclusion that it was not so to both do and hear correctly, and to appreciate the fact 
much the method which made one student’s progress that in order to accomplish this result he must have his 
more rapid and satisfactory than another’s, but rather the attention wholly upon his work. 
intelligence with which the pupil carried on his daily How many intelligent students are there who would 
work. We certainly find the highest grade of excellence practice several hours daily in preparing a lesson, and in 
produced by almost every acknowledged “method,” such a manner that the bell was continually sounding, 
labile at the same time the most dismal failures are and they with full understanding that every stroke meant 
shown on every hand; all of which goes to prove that it error. I do not believe there is one in a thousand who 
is not the methods which are at fault, but rather the fail- would have the courage (“ cheek' ”) to go to a teacher 
ure to carry out the ideas they contain. 
Another thing which has come daily under my obser- 
with a lesson thus practiced. 
As a matter of fact, I am of the opinion that the 
vation is the vast amount of time wasted by thoughtless greater part of the purely technical work can and ought 
practice, and" to ascertain more perfectly regarding the to be accomplished without the special aid of the teacher, 
power of the average student to eoncentrate his mind I have a much higher mission for a thorough teacher than 
upon .the work in hand, I have made special effort to drilling mechanics into the minds of pupils. If a pupil, 
‘ question large numbers upon this subject. The result of by means of this invention, can have every error of a 
this investigation has been to show that the average purely technical character indicated at his own home, he 
student loses far more time than he uses to advantage, will go to his teacher for information upon music itself, 
The not uncommon expression: “It took me years to rather than for a solution of the mechanical problem 
learn how to practice,” carries with it a burning criticism which surrounds it. 
upon our present methods of teaching (I ought to say I will briefly mention a few of the conditions the 
our present lack of method in teaching). I am, indeed, device controls, and bring this lengthy letter to a close, 
strongly of the opinion that one hour of intelligent, First. Both hands must strike the'key at the same 
thoughtful practice will advance a pupil further in the instant, or the bell will sound. 
right direction than a whole week does in the way the Second. When the following key is struck, both fingers 
most of it is carried on. And I further believe the fault must not only strike at the same instant, but both must 
is fully as much with teacher as with pupil. be lifted from the preceding key together, or the bell 
The .fact of a pupil’s practicing four or five, or more will ring, 
hours daily, signifies nothing, unless they are thoroughly Third. In chord-playing, in one or both hands, all 
in earnest, and are willing to do all in their power to fingers must strike simultaneously, 
succeed. It is a question of “ how,” not “ how much,” Fourth. In double thirds and sixths, in any kind of 
that is to determine progress in this, as Well as in all other motion, the fingers must strike and leave the keys simul- 
things. There is one thing which is manifestly evident, taneously. 
viz.: if pupils have ambition enough to devote themselves Fifth. In arpeggio practice, the thumb, in passing 
to many hours of irksome practice daily, they would, if under, or the second and third fingers, in passing oyer, 
the means were at hand, use that time in such a way as often cause a break in the legato. This will be indicated, 
to produce the most favorable results. No one can foTfiF incorrectly done, by a stroke of the bell. The fact 
a moment think that earnest pupils purposely waste that the piano can be made-dumb, and any resistance 
their time,-and'we are bound to acknowledge that by far given to the keys by the Bimple depressing of a lever, 
the majority of all musical students are thoroughly in was explained to you by Mr. Gates, so I will not attempt 
earnest. Where, then, lies the.,difficulty ? In the simple to enlarge upon that point. 
fact that the majority^ of pupils do not know' how to 
practice. 
I do not wish to be understood that by means of this 
machine the duties of a teacher are, in any way, to be 
The above, together with many other somewhat simi- dispensed with, for such is not the case. But what I do 
lar conditions, are the necessities which demanded an say is that the irksome task to both teacher and pupil, of 
invention which should aid both teacher and pupil to a continually correcting careless-and faulty habits of a 
more perfect use of valuable time. technical nature, may be almost wholly done away, and 
That the Electro-Clavier fills a place never before the time now spent thus may be devoted to an intelligent 
filled, and in a most remarkable degree corrects bad and helpful study of musical interpretation, .and all its 
habits, by demanding absolute accuracy and thoughtful- attendant conditions. 
cess in practice, seems to be the unanimous verdict of Hoping I have not wearied you by this rather lengthy 
all who have tested its workings. I must not attempt to explanation, and hoping to meet you personally at no 
enter into anything like a detailed description of its plan distant day, I am 
of work, lest I weary you; but I will mention one or two 
of the bad habits it first attacks in the practice of 
Yours, very truly, 
F. W. Hal®. - 
SIXTH PBOGBAMME FBOM ANTON BUBIN- 
STEIN’S “ OYOLUS OF SEVEN PIANO BEOI- 
■ TALS,” WITH BIOGBAPHIOAL AND OBITI- 
- OAL SKETCH. - . ' 
Translated from the German of Wilhelm Tapper, 
Fk£d£rio Chopin. .> • 
(Born March 1st, 1810, In Gelazowa Wola, at Warschen; died In 
Pari*, October mb, 184S _ 
Fantasia, t mi u r. 
Preludes, E minor, A, A flat, B flat minor, D flat, D 
flat minor. 
Barcarolle. 
Waltzes, A flat (the short), A minor, A flat (the long). 
Impromptus, F sharp, G flat. 
Scherzo, B minor. 
Nocturnes, D flat, G, C minor. 
Mazurkas, B minor, F sharp minor, C, B flat minor. 
Ballades, G minor, F, A flat, F minor. 
Sonata, B flat minor. 
Berceuse. 
Polonaises, F sharp minor, C minor, A flat. 
In the year 1829 Chopin appeared in Vienna. He 
was recognized and applauded as a meteor. That was 
all. 
Then he turned his steps to Paris, the El Dorado of 
all progressive artists, fifty years ago the asylum for the 
persecuted and outcast. The confusion of the times 
forced him to avoid his fatherland. 
He went to Paris in 1831. His totally new Btyle won 
for him the music-loving world of the salon. The mel¬ 
ancholy Bongs of an exile, the passionate story of an 
oppressed people, formed the themes of his dreams at 
tne piano. He became the fashion. The path to brav- 
our and brilliancy h la Herz and Kalkbrenner was 
deserted; all followed the shining footsteps of the genial 
visionary. 
Germany was astonished, also somewhat confounded ; 
I she felt the fascinating power, the compelling force of 
the new tones and trembled for the existence of the old, 
with reason; for through Chopin much fell into ruin. 
The unspeakable beauty that took its place was not dis¬ 
covered until later. 
Louis Knorr and Clara Weick first introduced the 
stranger into Leipzig. The former played in 1831 the 
variations on “La ci darem la mano,” and two years 
later Clara played the finale to the E minor Concerto. 
“Very difficult,” Fink wrote of the latter in the Allge- 
meine Musikalischen Zeitung. An eloquent advocate 
was Robert Schumann, a zealous opponent Ludwig Rell- 
stab, who during this time affirmed that, were a pupil to 
bring to his teacher a piece from Chopin, the conscien¬ 
tious teacher would tear the music in pieces! _ 
If any one ever deserved the name of tone-poet it was 
Chopin; he struck chords which before him, and after 
him, no other has touched. He cared little for rules 
and forms; the studied was of small importance in his 
compositions. From an innate and rich source he drew 
his enchanting melodies and harmonious combinations. 
Brought up in no-school, he dealt freely with his natural 
talents. i ■ 
Chopin must be regarded as the greatest and mo 
fruitful genius as concerns the piano, its technic an 
everything that is connected with the two. Even the 
smallest of his beautiful arabesques is a tendril of tb 
parent-vine of poetry ; he never designed empty effect, 
to astonish and please was not the goal of his ambition. 
The once homeless stranger has found everywhere a 
home. Exiled and sorrowing, he bore in life a crown of 
thorns. Grateful posterity wove for him a laurel 
wreath. He passed, yet young, to the laud of Etc 
Harmony. , 
He came, enchanted and—died. 
Translated by Louise Kkutzsck and Antoinette Gob* 
If you wish to touch the-feelings of others by means of 
music, your heart must first have been touched by its 
gentle power. If you wish' to express consolation OF 
sympathy, you must have suffered. > If you wish to start 
a tear, you yourself must have wept. If you wish by 
your music to raise others to heaven, you must yourself 
have been there by faith. Herein lies, the .secret and 
great power of many musicians and composers.. With 
words you may deceive; with their aid you may cover 
the barrenness~bf your heart;-but on entering he do¬ 
main of music you cannot betray or deceive. You can¬ 
not impart what you yourself do not possess.—Mere. 
TOjTANTED.—By a lady who has studied with one of 
** the great teachers of America, a position for next 
fall, as teacher of piano, in a college or seminary. Best 
of reference. Adaress M. E. P., care of Etude Office. 
"YTTANTED — A position to teach piano or voice, 
VV by a lady, an A. C. M., who studied under some 
of the best masters in-England, and has-had an experi- 
ence in teaching for twelve years. 
s * Address B L.,~ care of The Etude. 
A Supplement to Every Instruction 
' . ' Book. 
THE STUDY - 
Lessons in Musical History, A PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR 
BY JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
Price $1.50 postpaid, 
A comprehensive oatline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. 
Translated by M. A. Blerstadt. 
PRICE $1.00. 
THIS work is designed to accompany the instruction 
boot with every beginner, and will serve as a supple¬ 
ment to any method. 
The information is imparted in the form of questions 
and answers, which will make the work useful as a primer, 
but it is vastly more direct and comprehensive than any 
primer published. 
The following are a few of the subjects, out of the 175 
pages, which we give at random: 
General Adrice on the Method of Practice. 
Necessity of Counting.. 
Some Special Difficulties. 
MHsical Memory. 
On Beading Music. 
The Pedal. 
Overcoming of Bad Habits. 
The book will be bound in cloth, and will be a pleasing 
contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are 
placed in the hands of a beginner. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Piano Protector 
AND 
FOOT-REST COMBINATION. 
This Invention provides a Protection for 
the Piano, also, an 
EXTEf^SIOH FOOT-REST, 
Connected with the Pedals—Especially de¬ 
signed to enable Persons of Small Stature 
to Rest their Feet, and also to Work the 
Pedals of the Piano. 
PRICE LIST. 
No. 1. Foot-rest, - - - - - . $1.50 
No. 2. “ - - (nickel plated), 2.50 
No. 3. Foot rest and Pedals, - 4.00 
No. 4. “ “ (nickel plated), 6.00 
No. 5. “ “ (polished brass), 8.00 
Address 
THEO. PRESSES, PHILA-, PA. 
The Philadelphia Musical Journal, 
GB1LY $130 A YEAR. 
AMERICA’S LEADING MUSICAL PUBLICATION. 
Educational Department. Edited by Hugh A. Clarke, Mas. 
Doc., University of Pennsylvania. 
Every issue contains 18 pages of new music, and from 16 to 20 pages 
of musical literature, interesting and valuable to Music Teachers, 
Pupils, and all lovers of the Art Divine. It is the official organ of the 
Pennsylvania State Music Teacher’s Association. 
A Folio of Music Free to Every Subscriber. 
8PECIAL TERM8 AND DI800UNT8 TO MU8IC TEAOHER8. 
Yearly Subscription, $1.00. Sample Copy, 10 ots. 
60ULD & WOOLLEY, Publishers, 
1410 and 1418 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
Address Publisher, 
Theodore Presser, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
ilp M Slits’ Guile. 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
BY 
E. M. SEFTON. 
F FI C3 E S 1.0 o. 
This book makes work easy for THE TEACHER—the younf 
especially—and the study of music clear and attractive for 
IL. It Is a new de PjUPI parture and is a step in advance of any¬ 
thing published as a means of interesting the pupil and aiding 
the teacher. It tells When, Where and How mneh should 
be studied or given in Theory, Teehnle and The Piece, and 
their various subdivisions. No steps meed be taken hesitatingly by 
the young teacher. Read what Dr. William Mason, the head of the 
profession, has to say of the work:— 
“Mr. E. M. Sefton, 
^ “Dear Sir;—I have received the copy of‘Teacher’s Help and 
Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending it. I have examined it 
with interest and regard it as a very useful work. It keeps con¬ 
stantly before the pupil the true and fundamental principles upon 
which effective practice is based. The various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly and rapid development. 
The directions, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance 
Beam almost superfluous, but the experienced teacher will at once 
recognize, their importance and the urgency of their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It is the kind and quality of practice which tells. One might 
as reasonably expect, by sowing poor and imperfect seed, to harvest 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable 
results in pianoforte play ing. 
tours sincerely, 
Address 
“ w rr.T.TAM Mason.” 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
NEW, EASY AND PROGRESSIVE 
Method for the Pianoforte. 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER. 
PRIGS $1.00. BOI£HD IN BOMD1. 
This is an entirely new work. The anthor is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “Falling Leaves.” In this work 
ne has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oftenest. The book 
has very few exercises. Address 
THEO* PRESSER, 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
/pH6 -]V^USICIHN. 
Ufle eSiec!’ of ©y/oriC i<& to Tftefp 
to te Setter unberAfancJi i^r 
ei^jo^ment of oeaufifuf MuAio. 
In six grades, each, 75 Cts. 
The work contains analyses of many of the best 
compositions by Classical writers. Starting with the 
very easiest pieces for beginners, it leads on, in pro¬ 
gressive order, through six grades, to the most difficult 
works written for the Piano-forte. 
It presupposes no knowledge of harmony, but, 
starting with the simplest forms of composition, ex¬ 
plains the most essential points, just aB occasion pre¬ 
sents itself in the different works under consideration, 
using such concise and lucid language as will be under¬ 
stood by mentally less-developed scholars. The work has 
met with the unqualified endorsement of all those who 
have examined it. ■’ 
Op. 15. 
This Instructor includes for its theoretical portion: 
Notation; Rhythm; Chromatic- Signs; Accent; Marks 
of Touch, Power and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbrevia¬ 
tion ; Marks of Power and Ten 10, i Theory of Tech 
nique. A full page is devoted to Diagrams for Position 
at the Pianoforte, 
The Practical part contains a thorough set of Technical 
Exercises, progressively arranged; scales, major and 
two minor, in all keys, supplemented by attractive Les¬ 
sons and Illustrative Compositions; 
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil, illustrating certain exercises in an entertain^ 
inn manner. 
The last four pages are devoted to the Major Scales in 
all keys, with Grand Arpeggios; the Harmonic, Melodic 
and 1 ixed Minor Scales in all keys, and an original Grand 
Arpeggio and Octave Exercise, which is both interesting 
ana instructive. 
The Instructor has been endorsed by the following 
Artiste and Teachers: Wm. H. Sherwood, S. A. Emery, 
Fannie Bloomfield, Neally Stevens, Constantin Stern; 
berg, J. S. Yan CleVe, J. C. Fillmore, Arthur Foote, 
Louis Mass, Alex, Lambert, Calixa Lavellee, W. S. B. 
Mathews, Carlisle Petersilia, Joshua Phippen, Jr. G. 
H. Howard, W. H. Dana, J. Wolfram, S. N. Penneld, 
C. H. Morse, W. G. Smith, Max Leekner, Willard 
Burr, H. A. Kelso, Thomas Tapper, Jr., Norman 
McLeod, Flora M. Hunter, Ad. M. Foerster, E. R. 
Kroeger, F. W. Root, W. L. Blumerschein, Wm. Mac¬ 
donald, F. R. Webb, H. M. Wild, Mrs. L. Heerwagen. 
This work, which is meeting with great favor and a 
likewise extensive sale, retails for the small sum of 
$1.50, with liberal discount to the profession and trade. 
JUST ISSUED, 
FOUNDATION EXERCISES 
IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING. 
By A. K. VIRGIL. 
To be used on the PRACTICE CLAVIER or PIANO. 
The object of this work is—first, to establish the doctrine that Piano¬ 
forte Technic is or Bbould be an Elementary Study; and, second, 
to supply teachers and pupils with exercises and facilities by which 
this all-important subject may be taught, and true pianoforte 
technic may be clearly comprehended and practiced by the youngest 
beginner from the first lesson as heretofore has been impossible. 
The plan of the work, and the exercises given, are new and 
original. 
In the two volumes more than thirty picture illus¬ 
trations are given, by which not only proper positions, 
but correct movements are easily learned. 
BOOKS I AND II, EACH $1.50. 
EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., Publishers, 
23 Union Square, New York. 
JUVENILE 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
By L. R. CHURCH. 
PRICE lO CENTS. 
Address Publisher, THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
NOW lUBAJDY. 
GROVE’S DICTIONARY 
OP 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS: 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English Language. 
IN FOUR VOLUMES, . 
$6.00 per Volume. $18.00 for Complete Work, by Express. 
Address, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
- ", PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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FOUR (4) ELEGANT NEW STYLES. 
XxAgmtrwanted whewwasre not:: represent^,;; C ’X WX-Xi. 
efroi tors, etc., free. 
MILLER SiSIl CO., 
XJBB^fcTOasT, OF-A. 
PALMEB'S . 
PIANO PRIMER, 
ISth EDITION. 
Notes and Remarks by sack Musicians as Dr. 
Win. Mason, Hr. Wm. H. Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert R. Parsons, etc. 
It is concise; it is exhaustive; it i8 endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. ’Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents* Address 
THEOBOM IPMESSEJt, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
PALMER’S 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of musical Terms. 
s«oo thee&m:® defined. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
f PRICE 20 CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
A System of Piano Technic, 
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
CLOTH, $1.50. 
Includes a complete set of Scales, Arpeggios, Double 
Thirds, Double Sixths, etc., in various motions,Together 
with fingered exercises for special developments, and 
School of Embellishments. It follows nicely the popular 
Pianoforte Instructor, of late issue (by the same Author)^ 
in connection with appropriately graded Indies and-in¬ 
structive compositions. This work has been introduced 
in some of our'leading schools of music. A newly- 
revised and corrected edition is in process of publication, 
necessitated by the advanced sales of the work. The 
“ Technic” in the future will be bound in limp cloth, so 
desirable for carrying the same in music rolls. A new 
and original Arpeggio Exercise will be introduced in the 
next edition. * 
THEO. PRESSER7 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
SUITABLE FOR CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
6C Mrs. 8PEAKBB,” 
A2ST OPERETTA, 
By ALBERT W. BOB§T. 
. Loudon—Novello, Ewer A Co., or from the composer, 3602 Hamilton 
Street, Philadelphia. Special terms for quantities. 
S PE € IAL IN DUCEMEN TS 
TO TEACHERS. 
1570 ESTABLISHED 1570 
woranlEfed 
MmOM&PlAHOla 
. W0RK5 ,yoRK. Pflrt . ■ ■’ iJl? 
1 oek - i, 
STUDIES IN 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
By E. W. KRAUSE. 
For Private, Class or Self Instruction. 
A Systematic and Practical Treatment of Measure 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in the form of scales and 
other exercises. 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability to 
read and play correctly in a comparatively short time. 
1 Price $1.50, In Boards. 
THEO, PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
A GRADED. COURSE OF STUDY 
FOR 
Sy M. S. MORRIS. 
PRICE 3.0 Ote. 
Containing the best lists of pieces and studies, vol 
umes of voluntaries, arranged in systematic order for 
reference. 
Address Publisher, 
TfrEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. 
Portraits of Great Musicians, 
SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 Cents. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
The following are now ready 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, 
MOZART, WAGNER. 
OTHERS TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion whenever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. ..... _ 
Address JHE0; PRESSER, ' 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
FIFTY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
FOB PIANOFORTE STUDENTS, 
BY ALBERT W. BORST. . 
-Price B Cents. BO Cents Per Dozen. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, Philad'a, Pa. 
SECQNg VQLUME. 
Studies in Phrasing 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price SI.50 Net 
A wort tat every SMeit of the Piano stali study 
. con r:r e m id & s 
Introduction. Principles of Interpretation. 
Method or Study. 
Ill u s t rati o n s« 
Mendelssohn, FirBt Song without Words. 
Bach, Lours in G. 
Chopin, Nocturne in E flat. 
Mendelssohn’s Hunting Song. 
Schumann, Warum. 
Mendelssohn, Spring Song. 
Schumann, Nacntstueckeln F, Op. 23, No. 4 
Bach, Invention in E minor, 3 voice, No. 7. 
8chut * rillen. 
Bubihstein, Melody in F. 
Schumann, Polonaise in D, out of Opus 2. 
Mendelssohn (Duetto), No. 18. 
Schumann Homewards 
Chopin, Prelude In D flat. 
Bach. Saraband in E minor. 
Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE STAR OF BETHLEHE 
BY 
J. H. HALL AND J. H. RT7EBUSH, 
ASSISTED BY 
ALDINE S. KIEFFER. 
A fine collection of Church Tunes, Anthems, Choruses, 
and Glees. Just from the preBS. 
Contains 118 Cborch Tunes, SO Pages Class 
Songs, 70 Sunday .School Songs, 
- 32 Pages Anthems. 
Just the Book Teachers have wished for. 192 pp. 
75 Cents per Copy; $7.50 per Bozen by Bail. 
The great question before vocal music teachers is: How can we im¬ 
prove the masses in reading music? This took contains no new 
method, for character notes have been successfully used for yearB. 
SPECIAL OFFER.—We will mail one copy to any reader of 
The Etude for only 30 cents, to cover cost. If you are not satisfied 
after an examination, we will refund the money. Address 
R IP E B U S H, KIEFFER & CO., 
DAXYTOIN, YA. 
We beg to announce that we have now in course of publication a 
new work for Organists, entitled 
The Organists’ Journal. 
This work will be sold by subscription, and will be complete in 14 
parts. Each part will he enclosed in an attractive cover and will 
contain at least four excellent pieces suitable for church service. We 
shall also present a number of novelties appropriate for Concerts, 
Recitals and other occasions. The Price of Subscription for the 
entire work is J3.00. This will be the'finest and most complete work 
for the Organ in the market; it will contain the most practical and 
latest compositions of the best German, French, American and 
English writers. 
Each piece will be of high class. Nothing will be put in to fill up 
space The entire Work will be within the ability of any church 
organist. 
We would like to impress upon you the fact that— 
1st. The music will be edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention will be given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, Registra¬ 
tion, etc. — 
' 2d. The Music will be printed from Engraved plalet (not type). 
3d. No other work gives so much music for so little money; each 
part, costing 25 cents, will contain 31.50 worth of music. - 
4th. None cf the pieces dre loo difficult for the Amateur or the Student, 
and the Professional Organist will find a large number, of 
which pre only to be found at present in expensive editions. ' 
5th. The work will also commend itself to Teachers and Organ 
pupilB, on account of the large number of pieces available for instruc¬ 
tion. 
Parts 1, 2,3, 4, 5,6 and 7 are now ready, and. will be sent,postpaid, 
on receipt of the subscription. Succeeding parts1 will be issued and 
forwarded, one each month, until the 14 numbers are complete. 
Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name and address. 
. For further information, address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Stroet, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. - 
WM. E. ASHIALL & CO., 
231 East 80th Street, 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Gives lessons personally, or by correspondence, in BSarmnoiay, 
Counterpoint, Canon and’Fugue. Students prepared for 
musical examinations. Host ’thorough and systematic course. 
Compositions revised and corrected. Terms moderate. 
ddreas 18 LIBRARY BUILDIMC, 
8cranton, Pa. 
GERMANY, BERLIN. 
20 FOTBDABIEB 8TBASSE. 
tor? of 
Lessons by Mail in Counterpoint and Orohestration. 
For terms and particulars, address 
Or. T. BULLING, 
174 RACE STREET, CINCINNATI, O. 
MAD/iME- ANNA STE^NIGER, 
CONCERT PIANISTE AND TEACHER, 
BOSTOU, MASS. 
Beethoven Concerts at Conservatories a Specialty. 
Madame Steiniger will make a tour. West and Sooth, in January, 
February and March, 1890, introducing her four Beethoven Con¬ 
certs. Special terms and unequaled inducements to teachers who 
will work for this series of concerts, in their cities or towns. 
Address j-RAU AMS'A STE1NIGXB, Boat oh, te. 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, 
Leoturer and Writer upon Musical Topics, 
No. 236 STATE ST.', CHICAGO, ZU.. 
Room t8. 
Mr E. M. BOWMAN, 
(Editor of “ Weltzman Musical Theory,”) 
STEINWAY HALL, NEW YORK!. 
Pianoforte and Organ instruction by the methods on which 
modern artistic performance is baaed. 
Musical Thboey lessons, orally or by correspondence, by the 
^Weltzman Method, which, by its lucid explanations and interesting 
course of study, commends itself to the attention of all who desire 
to become thorough musicians. 
Milwaukee School of Music, 
- 422 BROADWAY, ' IlSLlSiitflCEE, WIS. 
HARMONY LESSONS BY CORRESPONDENCE, 
GIVEN BY 
J. C. KSIiliMOMEg ®iE*©©toFo 
Concerts, Piano Becitals and Piano Instruction. 
8UMSVSER PIANO LE8SON8 GIVEN. 
Address at her residence, 
288 Newbury Street, 
Boston, Mass. 
EDWAKD BAXTER PEERY. 
Concert Pianist and Leoturer. 
Lecture Recitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 550 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Ferry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour,-from Sept, 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
_route desiring recitals at that time. 
HUSH A. CLARKE, Mus. Dec., 
SS3 South. 3@th S'Ks*<o©±9 
PHILADELPHIA. 
Branches Taught:—Piano, Violin, Violoncello, Singing 
and Theory of Music; Also Literature Classes in 
German, French, Italian and English Languages. 
Professors:—Messrs. K. Klindworth, Dr. Langhans, 
Rufer, Dr. Yedliczka, Dr. Reimann, Tul. Hey and 
. other renowned masters. 
Prospectus to he obtained gratia through the Director, 
KARL MMJTOWOMTM, 
Berlin, 20 Potsdamer Strasse. 
DAB AS IDSICAL IHotTUTE, TABBEB, dE 
An institution devoted exclusively to the Btndy of 
Music. Gives instructions in all departments of Music, 
with a thorough and Systematic Course of 
Study, and a Faculty of the highest excellence and 
efficiency. Founded in 1869. Send for Catalogue. 
LESS® BI mr'zrsgSF* 
RICHARD GOERDELER, 
Director of Music at Pennington Seminary, 
* PENNINGTON, NEW JERSEY, 
WRITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four 
hands, on short notice. Refers to his popular compositions, 
published by The Oliver Ditson Co., Win. A. Pond & Co., F. A. North 
& Co , Theo. Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For 
terms, apply as above. ' ' 
joi pint*. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
8olo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE OOUR8E8 OF 8TUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAN, GB11NOABTLE, IND. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., u,.d„ College of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. 8. L. Bowman, a.h,, b.t.d. Dean ©f School of Theology. 
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ll.eu, Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
SamuelS. Farr, ” Normal School. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlih 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 644 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s Btndy (38 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept. 17, Jan. 7, and April 8. 
If yon are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. BIOS, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
A SEW BOOK BOB BEGIMERS. 
A J f. V OMG; AIII»a 
Bv Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc. Price $1.60, post¬ 
paid. 
This is a new work embodying the results of thirty 
years’ experience of a practical teacher, who has held 
the responsible position of Professor of Music in the 
Pennsylvania University for the last fifteen years. 
The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a hook ; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Praotioal and Pleasing. 
It is of the utmost importance that a proper beginning 
be made. There are two features in this book that make 
it one of the best works for beginners ever issued, 
namely— 
It Interests the Pupil, it Cultivates the Taste. 
On these two points every teacher must look 
for success, and it is well to have a text-book at the 
beginning that lays particular stress upon important 
principles. 
There are numerous duetts for teacher and pupil, all 
having a specific object in view. There are a goodly 
number of pleasing pieces of a didactic nature, and exer¬ 
cises for Btrict ana mechanical fingering, such as scales, 
arpeggios, five-finger exercises, etc. 
Address publisher, THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia fPdf 
FBIOE l 
WSRS. MAmY GREGORY MURRAY 
(pupil of william mason) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
‘ MASON METHOD OF TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general andiences or Musical Asso¬ 
ciations and Classes of Students. 
Address, Care of The Etude. 
lusic Publishers § Importers, 
§<S9 YUEliOliY SY., , 
OSTON, MASS 
Agents for the Standard Cheap Editions—Peters 
Augener, Cotta, Breitkopf & Hartel, 
Schlesinger, Etc. 
We wish to call the attention of Directors of 
Music in Schools and Seminaries, also of Music 
Teachers in general, to our stock of Foreign and 
American Music. We make a specialty, of good 
fingered editions, and when desired will send 
selections of different grades for inspection. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MAIL ORDERS. 
TEBiS LIBERAL. Catalogue sent free 
. = — on application, and 
also Bulletin of New Music sent regularly— 
to those sending their-address. 
Portraits of Famous Composers COURSE IN HARMONY 
JUST PUBLISHED IN PHOTO-GRAVURE. By GEO. H. HOWARD, A. M. 
BEETHOVEN, MOZART, CHOPIN and "WAGUfEK. ' ' * ' 
Size 1—12x16 In. (life size), on 22sf g paper, @.$1. 
“ 2—6x8 In. GS life size), on 14xlf paper, ©. . 
“ 3—3}£x45£ in. (cabinet size), @. - ..•. 
(Printed on Japanese paper, mounted on beveled card board.) 
W R A M EJ 33. 
Size 1—Framed, 20x24, In 2-inch ask, with M-hieb silver 
Inside . ... • ........ ... £-5, 
Size 2—Framed, 12x14, In IJ^-inch oak, @............................. i 
E .3*, Understood, in! resting Thoro gh Adapted • t hortc urse 
m far an extended period of study. A great saving of 
- time to teachers. ’ A reallielp to students. 
This work is being received with great fevor, and is already intro- 
> - a several c - est c ervatories in ti unti In panipt at 
torn tl at had 1 la gc _<<->. 1 <•* 41 at is com le w, it seems s e 
to take fc leading place among works on Harmony. - 
iinsple ex rianati ns he.. sat nces az t plais language throng! >n 
ai eatu > ich will commend thems eg to - >f od sti ent • 
f nrill lead student no only to a theon io !a piaintance witl 
mony, but also to become able to distinguish intervals, chords, progres- 
io < . nd treat met ta bj st - as readllj aa th tbc eye 
ii' me s. ti .’ agreeabl i t t exe is a the ii rest , . 
i/-- t well snstf led It w < not ft md dry by any u-ef sti 
i t Many of th t ises lecidedly novel m a text-book o * 
kind, never having appeared before. 
Phe book ill be md interestingand helpful in every wa a th 
teacher and the pupil. It is also rich in suggestions for general im- 
; >vemen it it n if Ii is meed i iy it will be ft 1 nvalu 
able. 
The conviction oi its excellence will strengthen as it is 
used, and it is safe to predict that this will prove the most 
popular work on Harmony yet published. 
Address'. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
These Instrum n a hay - been 1 afore M 1 ublic for a p ,, 
U lj years, i id up m their excell nee alone 
have attained an - -■ ' 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
The following are in preparation and will bo issued in the order 
named -.—Bach, Haenbkl, Haydn, Liszt, Mkmtmblssohn, Mkykb- 
bber, Schubert, Schumann, Weber and others. 
Sub criptic a sbon d placed now'. 
JELL1NEK & JACOBSON, Publishers 
13 East 17th. Btreet, New York. 
r Sale by 
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Philada., Pa. 
H7017 Piano tally Warranted fbr B Years. 
WM. KNABE & CO., 
*8 ft 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE. 
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St., NEW YORK. 
817 Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, D. C. JOHN C. FILLMORE + SPENGLER’S +. 
System of Technic, 
a a mm. m<(*s Ml a AIA 
“ We know ho other work in which a musical student can learn so 
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer¬ 
cise.”—Th* Nation, New York. 
This work is based on the ideas of Da. Hugo Kiemann, and has as 
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.” 
“ A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the 
drift of modern speculation in music.”—The Nation. 
Dr. Biemann, “ The greatest living musical theorist.”—Th* Nation. 
FOR THE PIANO-FORTE. 
PRIGS, 81.50. Simp Cloth, 82.00 
An Original and jJighly Interesting Y/or^ for 
Professional and Amatewr. 
JUST PUBLISHED. 
"We offer in this System of Tephnic a work that is 
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and 
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities. 
While the aim has been to Bet before the player 
new and interesting matter, yet the more important 
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to wit,:— 
to develope the weaker fingers, and „to equalize the 
TO THE MUSICAL PROFESSION 
VEITRET’I 
RAPID METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
PART I. 
“ Profound,” “instructive ” and “ beautiful” are 
the attributes generally accorded the lectures of 
the late Karl Merz. With singular skill he 
wrestled with musical philosophy, musical history 
and musical aestheticism, and he understood it to 
deeply move the musician and to enchant the 
amateur.^ Wherever he lectured he inspired a 
greater estimate for the musical art and higher 
respect for the musical profession. 
He was often urged to issue his lectures in book 
form, but he would invariably reply:— \ 
i(It is time enough when I am dead. 
They may be published then to bene- 
fit my wife, if she survives me.” 
This beautiful wish is to be carried out. Con¬ 
stantin Sternberg, the disting 1 ished pianist, and 
Johannes Wolfram^the noted musician, will edit 
the lectures gratuitously, and Dr. Charles H. 
Merz, of Sandusky, O., the worthy son of the 
late Karl Merz, has associated himself with his 
father’s special friend, Theodore Presser, in pub¬ 
lishing said lectures. 
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac¬ 
custom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi¬ 
tion in all major and minor keys, And io cultivate the 
mind as well as the fingers. 
Containing 184 pages, large size. Its system of in¬ 
struction is easy, yet progressive, and music teachers 
are rapidly adopting this NEW WORE. 
Price only $2.00, postpaid. 
Advice to Young Students of the Pianoforte 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
PB1CE, IO Gts. 
Some good advice for every one studying the piano. 4®- SEND FOR A FULL DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR, 
Address^ ' 5 
THE W. W. WHITIEY CO,, 
TOLEDO, O. 
MUSIC TEACHERS MUSICAL GAME 
By E. M. SEFTON. 
REVISED EDITION 
Brice* - • - SO Cents* Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
Tide game consists of cards, on which the different notea and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed 
The book contains everything for keeping Accounts 
of Music Teachers; Index; Daily Programme, a page 
for each pupil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc. 
Address publisher, 
THEO. BRE8SEM* 
1704 Chestnut St. PhltaMhls, Pa. 
. . . -among 
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Fall directions, with 
rales for a number of different games, tables showing the notes! rests, 
keys, Ac,, accompany the game, ' 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; in fact, all 
who are interested in music, need this charming game. ’ 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. - 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice in musical fractions. 
The easiest way to learn to read music. 
Yon learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children.0 
' Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. , 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
mnsici&B® themselves. 
. Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study music will find It to their, advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lessons 
Price, 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, . 
1704 ^Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE ELEMENTS 
Send your orders to 
For Classes or Individuals. 
WILLIAM B. WAIT. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
A Preparation for the Study of Harmony. 
Address Publisher, 
TJEEJESO. PRESSER, 
PHILADELPHIA, ?A, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
or Dr. CHARLES H. HERZ, 
SANDUSKY, 0, 
Price .of Book, Mailed 
$1.50. 
BERN. BOEKELM 
COMPOSITIONS PUPILS LESSON BOOK, 
Price 10 Cents. #100 per Dozen. ” 
The object of this work la t< Bystemlae practice and stimulate the 
A GRAND ORATORIO. . j. I Bind©lit to better study. It GOMtolns a record of the pupil's work 
■ . - “ aad pto tov'T&hnki, Mudm and Pieces, with the' 
; • 1 - ' ■■ — ■ ■ • * ■ ^' - ;3@gy®@§ /(of-1 ©f .'-ttfeif’;' :Ti®:'dito-. of each^ lessodiis- 
also gf¥©B5 and in the of fcfe© little book are four bimkk forms, 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful.: 
Address the Publisher, . . ; • '. 
Price $1.50, Bound in Boards. - '■ 1HEO. PRESSER, 
- ■■■■■■ ■ _ 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
The libretto of this Oratorio is taken from the Bible, nvr llAl uadi r daudui cto. 
and gives, in an epitomized form, the story of the taking NVt VALUABLt PAMPHLETS. 
of Zion by David-The prosperity of Jemsalem-The &drnWg^^ 
defection of Israel—'The consequent destruction of the “What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
City and til king SC > by John Behmann,...1 25 eta 
The theme now takes up the promise of restoration ‘‘^enn^..!!^ 
under the reign of the promised king—His coming—His “ *° Young students of pianoforte.” A coil'ection of dost 
• rrn - ,, . « , „ 60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borst,...„10 eta 
Injection—Ine final desolation Of the city—Concluding “ Method of Study." (For Amateurs.) By 0. A. Macirore,.lo eta. 
with the promise of the Heavenly City and the descent The Five sent by MaU for so cts. 
of the New Jerusalem. . 
The Oratorio is to be produced in April by the Phila- Addree® Pohliaher, 
delphia Chorus, with a large chorus and orchestra, and THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., 
has already excited widespread interest among musical 
people as the first work of such magnitude written and 
produced in America. 
Inauguration Hareh. Foi )?<> bands. ... . ... ft ';l 
“ -• For Bight hands. . ..... 1.75 
Bomrasa. For Violin or Violoncello. Op. 2................ .IS 
Bnllahlle. For Orchestra. Orchestra parts....... 1J0 
S. ore... , . .. 1.00 
For Piano. Op. S ....... . ......... 75 
Polonalsede^oneeri 1 r tan Sol Op. 4 
“ “ For eig t hands .... 2.08 
False de la Seine.' Op. 5. For Piano................... .90 
a Cheval. Morceau Caracterlstic. Op. S..... .66 
In de« Einumkell F r String O ► sti i Op 7 Score 
“ , ' 41 * Single set parts............ .25 
Selmsucht. For Piano Solo. Op. 8........................ .50 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Cihestnut Street, Philadelphia, I » . 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mils. Doc, 
a blme 'MMMmmmm mmmm 
For the Analytical Study of Musical Compositions 
For Students of Piano, Harmony, 
Musical Form, eto. 
1208 Ann Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia. 
A WORE FOR EVERY TEACHER, ■ 
THEODORE PRESSER, iPIANO TEACHING MARGARET B. HARVEY. 
Neatly Bound, in Clotli. 3?rioe $1.35 
SUITABLE FOR PRE3ENT. FELIX LE COUPPEY, 
tPian-Blated. "by 3mC. a BIBEI 
1704 CHESTFUT ST, 
We have just published 
These Studies are intended for those remote from cen¬ 
tres of musical advantages, those whose early education 
in music has been neglected, those who have become dis¬ 
couraged by wrong methods of teaching, and those whose 
time and means for self-improvement are limited. 
THEO. PRESSES, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PRACTICAL HARMONY Price 75 Cents, Postpaid, 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS, 
CONTENTS. 
L Introduction—Object of this Book. 
U- The age at whichthe Study of Piano may begin. 
HI- Should a Musical Education be begun by Study of Solfeggio? 
IT. Ia Classical to be preferred to Brilliant Music ? 
V. The Study of Technic. 
VI. The Utility of Collections of Etudes—Various Counsels. 
VII. -The Precautions to be taken when m&uy faults are met with 
in Pupils who have studied the Piano for some time. 
V1LL Emulation. 
IX. Musical Memory. 
X. Can a Teacher himself prudently give up the Study of tide Kano ? 
XI. Accessory qualities of the Teacher. . 
XU. To Pupils. ' j> 
X11L The Method of Practice. 
XIV. The influence of Musical Studies, and the kind of instruction 
necessary to a Teacher. 
XV. General Remarks—lastCounael._» . ( j / - ‘ ' 
Published by THTElO.ljlPItESSEJIt, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadeljiliia, Pa. 
BE. F. E. HITTER. ■ ' 
Prioe75 Cents in Paper; ei.oo in Boards 
A work of the greatest importance to students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in onr language, and we are sure that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in onr system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the 
most varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro- 
| Unction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician's difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street. HENRY F, MILLER & SONS' 
PIANO COMPANY, 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHI OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price 75 Cents. $6.00 per dozen, by E: 
This folio la without spring back or ornamental work, 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the pen 
Address -THEO. PRESSER, Phila. 
FOR PIANO STUDENTS. 
A new invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Piano 
Player. 
a simple 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass 
JUST OUT 
AN IMPORTANT WORE. 
Jfofo fo tSnbfrefanii SEusir, 
VOL II. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE SI.50. 
Musical Miscellanies, Historical, Critical, 
Philosophical and Pedagogic, u; 
Among the subjects treated, are Self Culture in Music, 
Bird’s-eye View of Musical History, Wagner (3 Chapters) 
Theory of Piano Teaching, Psychological relations ol 
music, etc., etc. 
AddresB Publisher, 
; - THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia. 
By HU OH A.UARKE, Hm. Doc., 
PBOFE8SOB OF MUSIC IN TEDS UNIYEBSIT5T OF PENNSYLVANIA. . 
Author of‘‘The AH of Pianoforte Playing,” “Harmony on the Inductive 
Method,” Music lo “The Achamiam,” “Jerusalem" 
(o new Oratorio), etc., etc. 
“It is a little book which will interest and please musicians and 
amateurs by its ofaatty common sense and suggestiveness. Evidently, 
it is the work of a man who knows his art well enough to handle it 
without overweening solemnity.”—Boston Literary World. 
“ One of the cleverest bit* of writing concerning music that has 
ever appeared in America. , . . The l»o©k ia fu?1 of entertainment, 
which will expand the ideas of young readers and gratify those of 
older once.”—Philadelphia Evening Sullelin, 
Price, in Paper Covers, 75 cents. 
*** For sale by booksellers, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of price, 
by the publishers, 
— THE POET-LORE CO., 
228 BOtTTH 88th ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
. To strengthen the fingers. 
To improve the touch. 
To-ensure flexibility and rapidity. 
To give correct position of fide hand. 
To save time ana a vast amount of labor. 
: ■ ' V: ' : ' 
Unqualified endorsement of leading artists and teaohers, among wh< 
are 8. A Mills, Dr. Louis Maab, Madame Bite-Kino, Robert Goi 
beck, Carlyle Petebsilea, eta., etc. . 
Send for circular giving detailed' information. 
Address THEODORE PBEI|«EB; 
INSTRUCTIVE, INTERESTING and MUSICAL 
SONATINA ALBUM TWENTY STUDIES 
FOR 
CHOICE SACREb.80k0Sl;84 fine gongs - , . 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, for Jx>w Voice, 40 songs. 
“SONG .CLASSICS, Soprano and Tenor, 60 songs...—....... 
SONG CLASSICS, Low Voice, 47 songs...................;.. 
CLASSIC BARitONE AND BASS SONGS..v 
• CLASSIC TENOR SONGS, 86 songs.;............ 
CHOICE VOCAL DUETS, the very best.'........'. 
EVEREST’S ALBUM OF SONGS, good selections......... 
MAUD V. WHITE'S ALBUM, tasteful songs.— 
SULLIVAN’S VOCAL ALBUM, a master’s work. 
POPULAR SONG COLLECTION, 37 good songs... 
GOOD OLD SONGS we used to sing, 116 songs... 
COLLEGE SONGS; 115,000 sold............ .. 
COLLEGE SONGS FOR BANJO; FOR GUITAR, each,. 
R H YM ES AN D TU N ES. Osgood. Sweet home music. 
INSTRUMENTAL. , 
PIANO CLASSICS, VoLl, 44 pieces. ..—. 
PIANO CLASSICS, Vol. 2, 81 pieces..... 
CLASSICAL PIANIST, 42 pieces....... . 
POPULAR PIANO COLLECTION, 27 pieces.. 
POPULAR DANCE MUSIC COLLECTION.. 
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CLASSICS, 52 easy pieces,. 
The above are all superior boohs. 
COMPILED IX THE0. PRESSER., 
Price . $1.00, Bound in isiri Cover, 
• TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
' - ru 
Introdnctlon............................................................................... 
Kulluk, Op 81. No Grandmother tel > fi nddering Tala.. 
Mendelssohn. Op X> N« 8, Kit iBttt .... 
I hmldt k * No, i Sonatina.... ................ . ... .... 5 
Jadaaaohi Op. 17. No. 8, Children’s Dance.. . . I 
Boil roll i 4 i 76. So <• - tilettt .. 
ipindler Op. ' 36 ¥ - t Sonatina, in (Hands.. ... .... . . 
Hummel. Op. 52. Rondoletto. . . . ........ . , . ..... S 
BsyioK The Fuchsia...—.....—;.;.... I 
Kuhlau. Op. 20. No. 2, Sonatina.............4 
Steibelt. Turkish Bondo.........;.. 4 
dementi. Op. 88, No. 1, Sonatina............'...,............................. 8 
KJerulf. Scherxlno...... I 
Greig. Op. 12. No. 7, Album Leaf...................... 7 
Smith. Babbling Brook.....—.......— 6 
Li •, 4 0 8 , „, ’5 hf 4 ... , . . 8 
Dussek. Plough Boy...—................. 7 
Lange. Op. 114. No. 1, Sonatina.......—.7 
Dusaek. La Matinee........... -.... § 
Haydn. Sonatina in D........... I 
Schumann. Slumber Song.;............. i 
Schumann. Nocturne.......... £ 
Mendelssohn’s Song Without Words. No. 1..........t 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 6.................  ..£ 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 3.;.......... i 
Schubert. Op. 78. Menuette......... ....t 
Beinecke. Op. 47. No. 2, Sonatina.............1( 
Chopin. Op. 9. No. 2, Nocturne.............11 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
OF, MODERATE DIFFICULTY, 
For Development of Style, Expression and 
Technique. 
INSCRIBED TO THE MUSIC TEACHERS OP AMERICA. 
. BY. : ' ■; ^ . 
ANTON 8TRELEZKI, 
In Op. 100 —Volume II. 
THEODORE PRE8SER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
A NEW-B00K ON A NEW PLAN. 
ElERSON’S NEW RESPONSES. LW 
Quartet and Church Ohoira; 74 Bhort pieces of sacred music of the 
best character, such as your choir needs. 
THE TEiPERANGE CRUSADE. 
L. O. Emerson and Ed •* in Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry 
and music, which will he most welcome to the best classes of 
temperance workers. ___ ' 
By W. F. GATES. 
Price One Dollar and Fifty Cents 
MUSICAL MOSAICS is a unique book. It" is the first hook In 
the English language that presents the"very best sayings on 
- musical topics, chosen from the highest rank of authors. 
The selections are principally in the line of aesthetics and criticisms, 
and range from one line to three pages. Much time and labor has 
bee; spent on the work, and the book-maker has shown much skill 
in its general make-up. The idea, in its preparation, was to present 
to the music-loving public just as much of the cream of musical 
writings as could he condensed into 300 pages. All useless or value¬ 
less matter has.been omitted, and as a result we have a volume con¬ 
taining the best sayings and writings of the writers on musical 
topics, in all ages and countries. ' - 
Select for practice in your Singing Society one of our noble and 
beautiful CANTATAS (send for list), or the easy Oratorio, 
EMMANUEL (81), by Trowbridge; or for Fairs and Festivals, the 
peculiarly nice.nretty and easy DAIRY MAIDS’ SUPPER (20cts., 
81.80 doz.), by Lewis; or for the children, Macy’s new STRANGE 
VISITORS, or A MEETING OF THE NATIONS (30 cts., 83 
doz.); or the KINGDOM OF MOTHER GOOSE (25 cts., 82.28 
doz.), by Mrs. Boardman. 
Price, Nickel-plated, 50 Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks alter the 
Maelzel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all the Dances. 
CLASSIC FOUR-HAND COLLECTION (fl). Nine¬ 
teen superior Duets for Piano, by Godard, Bohm, Hofixsann, Brahms, 
and other first-ciass’composers. 170 AUTHORS. 
600 QUOTATIONS PO/SMS COLLECflON 
aera, filling 143 pages. Heartily commended to Piano Teacl 
the first book of pieces (or recreations) to use. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
XT04- Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
WHITNEY'S (82). 83 « 
ORGAN ALBUM by 20good 
~ OPERATIC' 
PIANO COLLECTION (81). 19 of the best operas are rep¬ resented, and their melodies form 
the themes for as many pieces, by the best modov-n. com posers, fur¬ 
nishing the very best entertainment for the lovers of favorite 
operatic airs. 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS. For Soprano, Mezzo-8oprano 
or Tenor. (81.) 35 of the most lovely sacri songs, suitable for 
solos in church, or for enjoyment at home. 
F0RTHE PIANOFORTE, 
In Three Farts, with American and foreign fingering, each 81.50; 
complete, 83. - . 
This fine book secured at once the powerful aid and approval of 
the professors and pupils of the great Cohsersratciry’for.which it was 
complied, and in which it has always bepn used. Very widely 
known and used; 
The best Companion for an Instruction Boot. ts MASON’S 
PIANOFORTE TECHNICS, containing every exercise needed 
for the full development of technical ability on the pianoforte; By 
Dr. Wiliiam Mason, with explanations by W, 3. B. Mathews. Price 
82.50. __ _ _____ 
Any Book, Mailed for Retail JPirice. 
< EDWAED BA.XTEB PBEEY’8 
Fantasy pob Piano, 
LGE-BKEI.^- 
TVfTiv' 
. : . BASED; UPON THE iJMXJfa; U6K3BND. 
Universally prononneed the best Lorelei yet written. In the old or 
new world. < 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left hand. 
Flayed in 100 concerts throughout the country, by the composer 
and Mr. W. H. Sherwood, sincelts publication, March 1st, 1888. 
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TWO -LECTURES BY 
Albert R. Parsons and Constantin Sternberg, 
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, 
BOSTON. 
C. H. DITSON & CO., LYONJLHEALY, J. E. 0IT80N 8 CO., 
867 Broadway, New York. Chicago. -1228 Chestnut SL, Phlla. 
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